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A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
APRIL 1995
It's hard to believe that this Mind and Heart will be the last one I write before commencement. We have had a wonderful
year on the Whitworth College campus. As we draw near to graduation, I can't imagine Whitworth without our seniors.
My only consolation is that I had this same feeling last year at this time, yet we went ahead and had college this year, even
without the class of '94 ... but I will miss these students. I hope your spring has been life-renewing.
ACADEMICS
Last month I indicated that this newsletter would contain a
sampling of our faculty's scholarly activities. During the
1994-1995 academic year, six of our professors took one-term
sabbaticals. Forrest Baird studied Eastern philosophy in China;
Laura Bloxham studied the role of "place" in Southern literature
while doing research in the Southeast; Virgil Dedas continued
his studies in Japanese language and culture; Howard Gage
examined the use of technology and alternate pedagogical
styles in teaching calculus; Mike Ingram investigated a wide
range of conflict-resolution theories and applications; Dan
Keberle served as a Fulbright Scholar, teaching jazz at the
University of Cape Town in South Africa; and Charles McKinney
researched the use of computer simulations in the integration of
Christian concepts into economics/business courses.
Faculty members were also active in publishing. I've listed
below a few of the articles that appeared in scholarly journals.
If you would like the citations for any of these articles, please
call the Office of Academic Affairs at (509) 466-3702/3203.
Jim Waller (Psychology), "Dual Processing in Value Self-
Confrontation: The Role of Need for Cognition," Journal of
Social Issues.
Richard Hergenrather (Business), "Looking Outside for a
New CEO," Leaders Magazine.
Raja Tanas (Sociology), "Teacher Philosophy and Program
Implementation and the Impact on Sex Education Outcomes,"
The Journal of Research and Development in Education.
Julia Stronks (Political Studies), "The Legal Definition of
Religion," chapter on religion, Public Life and the American
Polity.
Michael Young (Music), Nineteen hymn descants published
in a collection of 254 vocal descants, Worship.
It should also be noted that faculty members in our Art and
Music Departments were active in producing exhibitions and
performances both locally and nationally.
Because of their superior teaching skills, Whitworth faculty
members are frequently called upon to present papers and
lectures across the country and around the world. The
following presentations represent only a sampling of this year's
faculty activity.
Mark Biermann (Physics) presented "The Camera and the
Human Eye" at the national summer meeting of the American
Association of Physics Teachers in South Bend, Ind.
Dale Bruner (Religion) lectured on "John 13-17: The Farewell
Discourse and Jesus' High-Priestly Prayer" in Spokane, Los
Angeles, Anchorage and Hong Kong.
Dick Evans (Music) presented "J.S. Bach and the Pacific
Northwest" and "The Music of Mahler: Prelude to the Age of
Anxiety" as part of the Inquiring Mind lectures in several
locations throughout Washington.
Rick Hornor and Diana Trotter (Theatre) made presentations
on "Teaching Theatre in a Christian College" at the Christians
in Theatre Arts national conference in San Diego.
Gordon Jackson (Communication Studies) lectured on "Press
Freedom in Post-Apartheid South Africa" at the African Studies
Association annual meeting in Toronto, Canada.
Paula Kreider (Education) presented a paper, "Restructuring:
Creating School-College Partnerships," at the American Asso-
ciation of Colleges in Teacher Education conference in Wash-
ington, D.C.
Don Liebert (Sociology) presented the paper, "The Apostolic
Form of Writing: Group Letters Before and After !Corinthians,"
at the Colloquium Biblicum Lovaniense in Leuven, Belgium.
Steve Meyer (Philosophy) gave a plenary address, titled "Intel-
ligent Design and the Origin of Life," at the "Cosmos and
Creator: Chance or Dance?" conference at Queens College in
Cambridge, England.
Dan Sanford (International Management) presented a paper,
"Maximizing International Educational Partnerships," at the
International Studies convention in Chicago.
Glena Schubarth (Psychology) presented a paper, "Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder and Vietnam Veterans," at the West-
ern Psychological Association meeting in Los Angeles.
Jerry Sittser (Religion) presented a paper, "Expanding De-
mocracy on the Home Front: Religion During World War II,"
to the American Society of Church History in Miami, Fla.
Jim Waller (Psychology) made a presentation, titled
"Memorialization, Representation and Teaching the Holocaust,"
at the Holocaust Studies and Pedagogy Conference at Dartmouth
College in Hanover, N. H.
John Yoder (Political Studies) presented a lecture, titled "De-
mocratization and Traditional African Political Philosophy," at
the African Studies Association annual meeting in Toronto,
Canada.
Not only do we have a professionally active faculty, but
occasionally our students publish articles reporting the
results of their research. In fact, the March edition of The
Journal of Athletic Training included a superbly written five-
page article, titled "Nonoperative Rehabilitation of an Isolated
Posterior Cruciate Ligament Rupture," written by Heather
Waller, class of '95. Heather's publication in this refereed
journal is a tribute to our Sports Medicine program. Under the
leadership of Russ Richardson, our program has become one of
the finest in the Northwest, attracting top scholars like Heather.
ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID
April is both an exciting and an anxious time in Admissions
and Financial Aid. With the May 1 enrollment reply deadline
fast approaching, the new freshman class is beginning to take
shape. Individual financial aid awards have been going out for
several weeks now, and prospective students and their parents
are making final decisions about Whitworth. In most cases
these decisions revolve around cost issues, which seem to be
more challenging than ever.
The freshman applicant pool has again exceeded 1,500. Of
the 350 new freshmen we expect, 220 have confirmed their
intention to enroll at Whitworth by submitting enrollment
deposits. Many of these, however, confirmed prior to receiving
their financial aid awards. We know, therefore, that between 10
and 15 percent of these confirmed students will decide not to
enroll simply because they can't afford Whitworth.
Prospective student interest in Whitworth College contin-
ues to build. While far from being totally in place, this fall's
freshman class promises to be bright, diverse, and excited about
Whitworth's Christian identity and mission, and its commit-
ment to the liberal arts.
STUDENT LIFE
On April 7 student body elections were held. Wendi Story is
our new president, Phil Shahbaz takes over as executive vice
president, and John Sedgwick will serve as financial vice
president. I've been very impressed with all three of these
students. Student leadership next year will be superb.
On April 8,800 of us were transported to the tropical islands
of our 50th state, Hawaii, without ever leaving the campus.
The famed Hawaiian Luau was once again a great success.
Many of our Hawaiian students' parents flew over (along with
several thousand pounds of beautiful Hawaiian vegetation) to
help in the preparation of Kahlua pig, teriyaki beef, chicken long
rice, sticky rice, poi, lomilomi salmon, pineapple upside-down
cake, and haupia, a cold coconut pudding. Of course, the
program performed by our students was as good as the food. We
all had a great evening.
During the last two weeks our Student Life staff has con-
ducted hundreds of interviews for various student leader-
ship positions. On April 22 the new student leaders' retreat
began the process of orienting these students for the various
responsibilities they will assume next year.
This year our students from Japan took a very active role in
Spokane's Japan Week, April 22-29. Cultural demonstra-
tions, storytelling, and Japanese cooking were some of the
activities that involved the Japanese students from Whitworth
College.
FINANCES AND PHYSICAL PLANT
At the end of March we continue to be on budget. We still
need $395,000 in gifts to the annual fund, but you have been
very generous during the first three quarters of our fiscal year
and we believe your support will continue. Also, many of our
alumni and friends have pledges to be paid by June 30. Thanks
for your faithful support.
I'm very happy to report one decline we have in this year's
gift income. We have received very few estate bequests this
year. Our happy interpretation of this reduced income is that you
folks are all living longer. That's great! In fact, our Develop-
ment Office believes that a Whitworth annuity contract extends
a person's life span. Had Ponce de Leon included Whitworth in
his will, he wouldn't have had to waste all that time looking for
the Fountain of Youth.
Recently we were advised by Washington Water Power Co.
of its intention to clean up the power line right-of-way on the
"Back 40" portion of campus. Unfortunately, this included the
cutting of much new pine growth that had taken hold over the
last 15 years along the right-of-way. Physical Plant Director
Keith Sullivan, Grounds Supervisor Janet Wright and our staff
seized the moment and transplanted approximately thirty
5-to 15-foot trees from that corridor into campus areas that have
lost trees in recent years.
As I write this letter, the section of Hawthorne Road in front
of the college is completely torn up and non-navigable. In
fact, for the past two weeks we have had to route traffic onto
campus in very creative ways. A new major sewer line is being
installed to serve the northern reaches of Spokane. A year ago
we were advised this project would not begin for at least 25
years. The county changed its mind. Please don't let this mess
deter you from visiting our campus. We have many exciting
events coming up and we will always provide access for you to
reach them.
ATHLETICS
The track and field team hosted its first meet on the Boppell
Memorial Track March 4, and they will host the NCIC
Championships May 5 and 6. The team is 3-3 in conference after
the recent Inland Empire meet, at which our men won and our
women took second. According to Coach Sam Wiseman, NCIC
decathlon champion Kevin Wright and third-place heptathlon
winner Gail Pitman should qualify for nationals. We also have
seven regional qualifiers, so the team is moving up. Upcoming
events include the aforementioned NCIC championships May 5
and 6; regionals in Tacoma May 12 and 13; and nationals in Los
Angeles, May 25-27.
The women's tennis team stands at 9-4, with conference
wins over Pacific and Whitman. Last week we beat LC State
for the first time in recent memory, and Coach Jo Wagstaff is
confident about the future of this young team. Number one
player Jodi Baxter won an important match over PLU (though
the Lutes managed a team victory), and she and teammates Jodi
Baker and Lisa Steele continue to lead the way for the Bucs.
Most conference play takes place over the next few weeks, so
watch for the successes of the Pirate women.
The men's tennis team stands at 5-6 overall and 3-1 in the
league. The men, led by Pat Dreves, Sean Weston, and Josef
Dun, had a big win over Whitman last Friday, then bested them
again on Monday. (It's always good to beat Whitman, and they
beat us twice last year, 9-0 each time.) According to Coach
Kevin Bryant, the team has a huge week ahead, with eight
matches in the next 10 days. Conference championships will
take place the last weekend of April at PLU, and we're hoping
for a strong finish from the men's team. Go, Bucs!
Our basketball players received many richly deserved
postseason honors. In addition to the awards I mentioned last
month, Annette Sweeney and Nate Dunham were both named
NAIA All-America Scholar Athletes for their efforts in the
classroom and on the court. Annette was also named third-team
All-America, and Kevin Wright and Nate received honorable
mention All-America (NAIA, Division II). In addition Roman
Wickers and Nate were named honorable mention Little All-
Northwest. Congratulations to these fine players.
Swimmers Susan Kohler and Laurilyn Hepler were also
named NAIA All-America Scholars. Combining a stellar
athletic career with strong academics is a very difficult task.
We're proud of our four hardworking scholar-athletes and very
excited about their accomplishments!
The baseball team is 10-10-1, 4-2 in the conference. Pitcher
Bill Wark is having an excellent season, according to Coach
Rod Taylor, and Don O'Neal is leading the team in all offensive
categories. Now all we need is some baseball weather to
encourage the faithful to get out to Merkel Field for a few sun-
soaked games.
Speaking of baseball (and, especially, of Merkel Field),
Coach Paul Merkel is recovering nicely from emergency coro-
nary bypass surgery. He's resting at home and I know he'd like
to receive a card from those of you who want to wish him well.
Paul is, as you know, a Whitworth institution. We miss him and
we're looking forward to seeing him around campus again soon.
MISCELLANEOUS
Over the past several months our strategic planning task
force and facilities planning task force have been actively
preparing reports and recommendations for our April Board
of Trustees meeting. It has been invigorating and enlightening
to build programmatic and facilities blueprints that will enable
us to achieve our vision for the college by the year 2000. By mid-
May we will have executive summaries of both reports and
would be happy to provide copies for those who are interested.
On April 20 and 21 the trustees were on campus for their
semi-annual meeting. As you might expect, most of our
discussions at this board meeting centered around our plans for
the future. We also elected several new trustees. At our fall
board meeting the trustees were able to enjoy the student
production of Fiddler on the Roof. As the board gathered this
spring, our trustees had Thursday-evening dinner in the homes
of many of our faculty members and then reconvened on
campus for our spring production, 0 Pioneers! We have a
superb Theatre Department that we are glad to show off (hum-
bly, of course) when the board comes to town.
From 1941-54 Whitworth enjoyed the very able leadership
of Merton Munn as dean of the college. Mert returned to
Whitworth in 1969, and chaired the Department of Education
until 1974. On March 20, Mert died at the age of 88. He
remained active in service throughout his retirement years in
Spokane. A scholarship has been established in Merton Munn' s
name by his widow, Femme. Any who would like to support this








Renewed by our celebration of the empty tomb, we wish you
continuing Easter joy. We know our Redeemer lives and we are
humbled by the privilege of seeing His redemption in the hearts




8:30 p.m. Commissioning Service for Seniors, Seeley G. Mudd Chapel.
Please contact the Chapel for reservations, (509) 466-3275.
SATURDAY, MAY 13
6:45 a.m. Homer Alder Memorial Golf Tournament, Wandermere Golf
Course ($18 per person). Note: Limited starting times, so
register early. Call (509) 466-3799.
10 a.m. Laureate Society Reception at the home of President and Mrs.
William P. Robinson. Reservations required.
11 a.m. Heritage Day Luncheon for 50—year and 50—Plus Alumni,
Whitworth Community Presbyterian Church.
11 a.m. Senior Art Exhibit and Reception, Koehler Gallery,
Fine Arts Building. Refreshments served before lunch.
Noon Picnic in The Loop ($4.50 per person).
1 p.m. The Best of Shows, Stage II, Cowles Memorial Auditorium.
Excerpts from the 1994-95 theatre season.
2:30 p.m. Concert in the Park, The Loop. Whitworth Wind Ensemble.
4 p.m. Senior Honors Recital, Music Building Recital Hall.
Performances by graduating music students.
8 p.m. Senior Reflections Entertainment and Dessert, Cowles
Memorial Auditorium ($4.50 per person, no charge for
graduating seniors).
SUNDAY, MAY 14
9:30 a.m. Baccalaureate, Cowles Memorial Auditorium.
!0:30 am.- Brunch, Leavitt Dining Hall ($4.50 per person)
noon
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'z\ If my life is any indication, the Christmas season has arrived with exhilarating force. In the past nine days I have
enjoyed our five Christmas concerts (all magnificently presented by the Whitworth Choir), heard four advent6
sermons, celebrated Christmas with three residence halls, attended two Christmas parties and decorated one Christmas tree.
Fortunately, I have not yet seen a partridge, a fruitcake, or It's a Wonderful Life. Students are really revved up as they anticipate
Christmas break and January Term. In the midst of all the pressures they face, last night a couple hundred students gathered for
communion and worship. We at Whitworth hope this holiday season finds you able to rise above the frenzy to worship and commune
with God. Warm holiday greetings to all of you.
DECEMBER 1995
ACADEMICS
As I mentioned above, the Christmas concert this year was superb.
Directed by Randi Von Ellefson and supported by Pat Stien, Scott
Adkins, Michael Young and Katharine Keen Beal, 75 students and 25
instrumentalists masterfully presented the glory of the Incarnation.
Among all the accolades received was an especially touching report
from one person for whom the 1994 concert inspired an utter reversal
of the direction his life was taking; for this man, the 1995 concert was
a celebration not only of Christ's birth but of his own rebirth. Thanks
to the countless people who contributed to the programs in Seattle and
Spokane.
Speaking of music, congratulations to Music Department Chair
Dick Evans, who has just been re-elected to the accrediting board of the
National Association of Schools of Music. This is an honor for both
Dick and Whitworth.
This fall, Forum Coordinator Sue Jackson put together a fascinat-
ing program titled Africa Insights. The program included lectures on
Zaire and South Africa, the film Guelwaar, an African dinner, and
several meetings with the Reverend Sol Jacob, pastor of ministry to the
urban poor in Johannesburg, South Africa. It was challenging to hear
Sol talk about urban evils in South Africa and then the next week hear
Jim Wallis, editor of Sojourners magazine, talk about how to deal with
the horrors found in American urban life.
The Whitworth Forensics Team has been on a tear. In one weekend
they took third out of sixteen excellent schools, then turned around and
took first in a 13-team tournament the next day. To date, Lisa O'Donnell,
Jennifer Reynolds and Rebecca Ricards have all qualified for the
National Speech Tournament. Congratulations to Coach Mike Ingram
for a high-quality program that involves 20 students in academic
competition.
Last mouth Dr. barbara 4\ alvooi (1. irom the tJiiiersity of t_ incin-
nati, returned to our campus to help work on the departmental
reviews I mentioned in a past issue of Mind and Heart. We have
worked with Barbara on a Writing-Across-the-Curriculum program,
and she and Linda Hunt, one of our own English professors, have just
found that their book on the effectiveness of WAC programs will be
published this year by the National Council of Teachers. Whitworth and
two other institutions will be featured as case studies in the book.
ADMISSIONS AND ENROLLMENT
As of November 30, we had received approximately 400 applica-
tions for next fall's freshman class. We would like another 1,200
applications by the time we close admissions on March 1; so please
spread the word to any high school seniors you know who are looking
for a great education of mind and heart.
On December 7, President Bill Clinton released a new budget plan
that will balance the budget in seven years, but that maintains student
financial aid as a high priority. Most of the current grant and loan
programs remain intact, but $3 billion in cuts would come through the
reduction of subsidies for lenders, guarantee agencies and secondary
markets. Federal and state student aid programs have a profound impact
on the affordability of Whitworth College for our students.
STUDENT LIFE
Right before finals, McMillan, Ballard, and Beyond Halls held
their annual Christmas dinner and party with more than 130
residents in attendance. Stanta "the Espresso Man" Claus made an
early trip from the North Pole to give every good boy and girl a present
from Parents Claus. This was the third Mac/Ballard/Beyond Christ-
mas dinner I have been able to attend, and I think it's safe to say that
each year has been better than the next. (Not really — actually, they've
all been great.)
Other residence halls, including BJ, Stewart, the Village and
Warren, have also had parties and programs in preparation for
the holidays. Upwards of 500 of our students participated in these
dorm celebrations that featured visits from the rotund one as well as
gifts and other welcome surprises from parents. The prize for the most
unusual activity scheduled would have to go to the students of Warren
Hall, who invited a masseuse to come in and administer anxiety-
reducing massages. Personally, I think studying would do more to
reduce tension than having somebody beat on your shoulders, but then
I've never had a massage.
Christmas break is a time when many of our international stu-
dents fan out into the homes of friends, roommates, and host
families. This year, weekly meetings and a number of social events
have kept the International Club members active in the life of our
campus. We are all enriched by the cultural, intellectual, and religious
perspectives they bring to Whitworth.
This year's holiday formal was a masquerade ball held at the
newly restored Davenport Hotel. Dances from the waltz to the
jitterbug fit well with the elegant surroundings, and students were
artful in faking their way through these classic steps as if they knew
what they were doing.
FINANCES
Our deepest gratitude goes to all of you who have been able to
support Whitworth this year. At this point, our budget is on track.
Because of the recent rise in the stock market we have seen an increase
in the number of people who recognize the tax advantage of donating
appreciated stock. In some cases, people have set up trusts with our
Foundation that allow them to earn income, receive gift tax credit,
avoid capital gains taxes, avoid estate taxes and ultimately help the
college.
We have received several very interesting gifts this fall. A Spokane
electronics firm provided our campus with a generous supply of the
computer equipment that it designs and manufactures; the Teagle
Foundation provided funding that has allowed us to retain the services
of an extremely helpful development consultant who is working with
us on the preparation for our next fund-raising campaign; another great
Spokane company saved us almost $50,000 by contributing its prod-
ucts to our campus network. We received a very valuable gift in the
form of the Floyd Daniel photography collection, along with support
for its maintenance and expansion; a wonderful alumnus who loves
Whitworth College surprised us in November by establishing three
new scholarships for students; the Johnston-Hanson Foundation con-
tributed funds for five Eric Johnston Science Scholarships; the Science
Auditorium remodel was made possible by grants from the Johnston-
Fix Foundation, the Cheney Foundation and a generous alum; and we
just received word of a $100,000 gift to establish student internships in
a collaborative program with Uptown Opera. Our thanks go out to all
the people who made these and other gifts possible.
Some of you remember the enormous grief Whitworth experi-
enced four years ago when one of our most admired professors, Jerry
Sittser, was involved in an auto accident in which his wife, mother and
daughter were killed. Yesterday, an anonymous donor contributed
$10,000 to establish a scholarship in memory of Jerry's wife, Lynda.
The Lynda Sittser Scholarship Fund will help students who are plan-
ning to minister through music. Lynda was a wonderful musician who
brought countless people closer to God through her gifts. Any special
gifts to this fund would be deeply appreciated by all of us, especially
Jerry and his family.
I just learned from Sam Stroum, one of Washington's most influ-
ential citizens, that the foundation bearing his name is contributing
$50,000 to Whitworth for student scholarships. Sam treks to
Whitworth annually and spends five hours with a select group of our
business students. We appreciate Mr. Stroum's interest in our students
Insnd  pp ,11 for Whit worthl
Thanks to those of you who have contributed toward or notified
us of your willingness to support a special fund for students who
find themselves in difficult, unexpected financial need. We've already
been able to help two students. Many of our students are making
herculean sacrifices to be able to attend Whitworth, and it's great to be
able to help them.
ATHLETICS
Last month I mentioned that this Mind and Heart would report on
the football season. The team finished the season with only one victory
to its credit, but the players and coaches alike are very optimistic about
the future. Starting 10 freshmen, first-year coach John Tully's team was
plagued by injuries and misfortune. On the bright side, senior line-
backer Jeff Baxter was named first-team All-NCIC; senior linebacker
Shay Smith and sophomore defensive back Travis Torco made second
team All-Conference, and sophomore offensive lineman Ryan Buxton
received All-NCIC honorable mention. Other young players, including
freshman Tim Rust, who had three consecutive 100-yard-plus games
against excellent defenses, demonstrated exceptional skill and a tough-
ness that Strength Coach Gary Baskett predicts will become even
greater after he gets done with them in the weightroom. Coach Tully
feels that if we can recruit more players like this year's freshmen, we'll
be well on our way to a very strong program.
In his! lth season, Head Men's Basketball Coach Warren Friedrichs
has his team off to a great start. The guys are 6-1 with impressive
victories over Central Washington University and Lewis and Clark
State College. Seniors Nate Dunham, Roman Wickers and Jeff Arkills
are playing superbly. Another great addition to the team is junior Nate
Williams. who has excelled at point guard.
A brutal pre-season schedule has our women's basketball team
anxious to begin play in our conference. Right now the Bucs have
only one victory in seven attempts, despite excellent play from team
leaders Jennifer Tissue and Sherri Northington. Helen Higgs, 1994-95
NCIC Coach of the Year, does a great job, and I'm sure the team will
turn things around soon.
Halfway through the season, both the men's and women's swim
teams, at 4-1, are in second place in the conference. The women
placed second at the PLU Invitational in Tacoma; the men, led by Jerry
Rice and Steve Schadt, came in third. Jan Okada of the women's team
was Swimmer of the Meet, with victories in the 200 IM, 400 IM, and
200 breaststroke. From Dec. 27 to Jan. 5, both teams will be training in
Santa Cruz, Calif., where they'll compete against the UC Santa Cruz
Fighting Banana Slugs (no, I'm not kidding) on January 2. Go, Bucs!
Ski Team Coach Jim Nendel tells me that his team is preparing for
a good season. 1 jibe boding out more horn Min this month, and it we
get some snow, we'll have a report on ski team activities in the next
Mind and Heart.
DATES TO REMEMBER






Jan Term Classes Begin
Spring Classes Begin
Spring Convocation
Once again we extend to you our warmest holiday greetings. Minds are
being opened and hearts are being renewed as our campus celebrates
the Incarnation by attempting to make the Word become flesh in the
Whitworth Community. Thank you for your support of these efforts.
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A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
FEBRUARY 1995
The first 40 days of the new year have been unseasonably sunny and warm on the Whitworth campus. The mild weather has raised students' spirits,
lowered utility bills, and kept the Campus Center bricklayers on schedule. I think we are going to have another good semester. Incidentally, I was
rummaging through a drawer last week and found my first newsletter, which was written five years ago this month. I appreciate your encouragement
and feedback. Although Jam not a very fast writer, I think it is worth the time to keep the alumni and friends of Whitworth College informed about
what's going on at this great place.
ACADEMICS
Our faculty members are involved in a wide variety of scholarly
activities. While teaching is (as it should be) the highest priority of our
professors, they are engaged in an impressive level of writing and
research. In April, I will highlight faculty contributions to their disci-
plines and list the semester's sabbatical projects.
fhe Physics Department just received an equipment grant from
the John Fluke Manufacturing Company. This $14,000 gift will be
/fed to purchase laboratory equipment that will benefit our students
majoring in physics, pre-engineering and computer science.
Junior chemistry major Sarah Force is doing an internship this
term with Dr. Alfred Fuciarelli at Pacific Northwest Laboratory in
Richland. Her research will focus on the precise mechanism by which
radiation damages DNA.
Jennifer Rice, Brandy Voigt and Alida McLean, double majors in
chemistry and biology, spent Jan Term doing research at the
University of Idaho. They will be presenting some of their findings in
our science seminar this spring.
One of the ways we influence young scientists to attend Whitworth
is by bringing them to campus during their high-school years. On
February 18, almost 300 middle- and high-school students spent nearly
12 hours on campus demonstrating their science research skills as we
hosted the Washington State Eastern Regional Science Olympiad.
Physics Professor Mark Biermann coordinated this very successful
event.
We just received word that Jessica Bowers, a senior from Spokane,
has won highest honors in the Metropolitan Opera's district
auditions. Jessica's next competition will take place later this month
in Seattle, with the winner there going to New York City for the finals.
Congratulations to Jessica and her voice teacher, Marge Halvorson, on
this accomplishment.
Our forensics team, coached by Communications Professor Mike
Ingram (who has been spotted sneaking away from his sabbatical
in order to continue his excellent work with this group), has been
very successful again this year. Our students invariably bring home
several first-place awards and usually finish in the top two or three
teams, competing in large tournaments that include both state universities
and private liberal arts colleges.
This Jan Term a course in career planning registered 46 students
(primarily freshmen). Using a number of self-assessment tools, this
course provided an opportunity for students to explore values,
strengths, skills and interests. Subject matter also emphasized the
ways in which study of the liberal arts translates into viable career
options. Several outside speakers, including a panel of professionals
from the Spokane community, made valuable contributions to the
course.
ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID
Applications continue to run approximately 10 percent ahead of
the record number we received last year. Our current challenge is
calculating the yield ratio in order to determine the number of students
we should admit. We would like to level off at 1,500 full-time
iindergraduates. To do that, we need to come as close as we can to
enrolling 350 new freshmen. If we overshoot that number, we will have
housing problems. If fewer than 350 matriculate, we will experience
financial pressures. And, unfortunately, our yield percentage has been
a bit of a moving target over the last several years. Because admission
closes on March 1, we will soon be making final acceptance and wait-
list decisions.
After studying various demographic data, consulting our campus
planner, and conducting a series of internal studies, we have come
to the conclusion that the ideal enrollment for Whitworth is 1,500
full-time undergraduate students, with approximately 1,000 living
on campus. The optimum number of part-time and graduate students
enrolled is more elastic. In order to accommodate these numbers we
will need an additional residence hall and a more even class-size
distribution of students than is currently the case. Twill bring these and
other related recommendations to the Board of Trustees at our April
meeting.
Our nerves are a bit frayed by the scalpel sharpening in both
Washington, D.C., and Olympia. The new Congressional representa-
tives have before them proposals to eliminate federal work study,
Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants, State Student Incentive
Grants, and interest subsidies on in-school loans. These cuts would
remove more than $20 billion of student financial aid over the next four
years. Closer to home, 1995 appropriations compared with 1994
expenditures for the state of Washington are the lowest in the nation
(down 5.7 percent). Fortunately, state financial aid has actually gone
up, but the shrinking higher education dollars make it vulnerable.
Several days ago a 1990 graduate stopped in my office, handed me
a check, and said, "This isn't much, but when Tread in Mind and Heart
about the student who wanted to go into ministry but was flat out of
money, I was reading about myself five years ago. I hope this helps."
It does! Thanks, J.
STUDENT LIFE
ASWC did a great job of stirring up school spirit for "Pack-the-
Gym Night." Both our men's and women's basketball teams had
crucial games against Willamette (see ATHLETICS), and more than
2,000 people turned out for the contests. To add to the hoopla, ASWC
and the Athletics Department went halves on renting "American
Gladiator" paraphernalia. Highlights of the evening included halftime
shows in which Athletic Director Kevin Bryant, English Language
Program Director Janet Yoder and Associate Dean of Students Dick
Mandeville donned sumo-wrestling suits and body-slammed one an-
other. After the game, hundreds of students enjoyed the rented equip-
ment until midnight while enjoying great music blasting out of our new
sound system (purchased with Pirate Night funds). Special thanks to
ASWC President Josh Armstrong, Spirit Coordinator Phil Shahbaz,
and the rest of the folks who put in long hours of work.
Women's Awareness Week is February 27- March 3. ASWC and the
Women's Task Force are putting together a program that will explore
how women and men relate in the '90s. Our efforts to understand
women's changing roles in society are sometimes seen as acts of
"political correctness." In fact I was recently asked, somewhat rhetori-
cally, when we would have a "men's awareness week." First,! think that's
a great idea. (Consider the response to "Promise Keepers.") Second,
based upon both my observation of my mother's career as a college
faculty member and a statistical analysis of our industry,! tend to think
we probably have quite a few "men's awareness weeks" already.
FINANCES / RESOURCES
It has been a fascinating process for us to spend this year
working with Ira Fink, whom we've retained to construct our
campus master plan. Recently, a wide range of campus represen-
tatives spent an entire day discussing how our history, mission, and
ideal size will affect plans to renovate, replace, restructure, and add
to our physical plant.
The mild weather has been very helpful to our Campus Center
project. Brick work is now complete through the center of the facility,
allowing for the installation of the center skylight. Drywall work has
just begun and the interior of the building is beginning to take shape.
This is good news to Nancy Loomis and her bookstore staff, who just
celebrated their last "start-of-the-semester rush" in their temporary
headquarters on Hawthorne. Kudos to them for making a difficult
situation workable during this transition year.
We're pleased with our financial picture through the first half of
this fiscal year. Our annual gift-income through December was up
approximately $50,000 over last year, and we appear to be on target
toward our goal of raising our $1.15 million annual gift-income. Total
revenues are slightly ahead of budget projections at the fiscal year
midpoint and expenses are right on track.
ATHLETICS
The Bucs men's basketball team is now ranked #6 in the nation in
NAIA Division II. At "Pack-the-Gym Night," the Bucs prevailed in a
tough battle with the Willamette Bearcats, who were tied with us for
first place in the conference. After a non-conference victory over
Carroll of Montana, the Bucs triumphed over a strong Whitman team
to gain sole possession of first place in the NCIC. Our record now
stands at 18-7 overall and 7-3 in conference. Nate Dunham is third in
scoring in the NCIC (17.5 ppg), Kevin Wright is fourth at 17.3 ppg, and
Greg Stern leads the conference in assists with 5.7 per game. Coach
Warren Friedrichs and Assistant Coach Rodney Wecker have done a
superb job in leading our men to the top of a tough conference.
After getting off to a slow start, our women have surged to the top
of the NCIC. With a conference record of 8-2 and an overall record of
14-11, the Bucs are in good shape, having beaten conference co-leader
Willamette twice. Our home victory over Whitman was the latest in a
series of great wins. Coach Helen Higgs, with the help of assistant
coaches Becky Randell and Darci Kummer, has done a masterful job
of leading this year's team. Those providing leadership on the floor
include Annette Sweeney, who leads the NCIC at 17.9 ppg and was
named Player of the Week last week; Kim McFadden, who currently
stands second in assists in the conference; and Sherri Northington, third
in the NCIC in field goal percentage (.539).
Our swim teams continue to amaze everyone, including Coach
Tom Dodd. The Pirate women are in first place in the conference with
a mark of 9-1 and the men are in second at 7-3. Both teams recorded
huge wins over PLU and then went on to drown the Whitman
Missionaries (hmmm) by a wide margin. The women, led by Jan
Okada, Desire DeSoto, and Dorian Reese, and the men, with Steve
Schadt and Jerry and Jeff Rice leading the way, are ranked nationally
in the top 10 and are gearing up for the NCIC Championship meet
February 17-18 at Pacific Lutheran.
Ski team coach Jim Nendel reports that downhiller Tayt Knowles
just returned from regionals. Tayt had a great run at the meet in
Montana where, even though he didn't qualify for nationals, he got the
chance to ski against members of the Swedish and Norwegian teams,
among others. Tough competition! As a club sport at Whitworth,
skiing hasn't received quite as much notice as our team sports have, but
our skiers' fine performances should attract some serious attention next
year. Our downhill team did a great job in its very first year, finishing
9th out of 19 teams and missing the regional team competition by
inches. Coach Nendel also reports that two of our cross-country skiers
will be traveling to their national meet in March in McCall, Idaho. Good
luck to Whitworthians Aaron Hill and Krista Galchutt!
MISCELLANEOUS
Seven new international students from five different countries
arrived at Whitworth during January. As in past international
orientations, students not only got acquainted with various aspects of
Whitworth, but also enjoyed trips throughout the Spokane area, sam-
pling American food at Granny's Buffet and taking a bus downtown to
see the sights. All have made the transition from host-family stays to
on-campus life and each will be participating in activities throughout
the Whitworth community—especially in the upcoming International
Banquet on March 4. We enthusiastically welcome these very impor-
tant members of the Whitworth College community.
Congratulations to our Publications/Communications staff! CASE,
a leading association in the college publications industry, recently
awarded the Whitworth Viewbook a gold medal for promotional copy;















Wind Ensemble Spring Concert
Commencement Weekend
Thanks again for the various ways that so many of you strengthen
Whitworth. We need you! Although we seem to be enjoying unprec-
edented prosperity, we want to work harder than ever to attract the
students, faculty and finances needed t be a top-quality liberal arts
college that is pleasing to God.‘ie
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A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITVVORTH COLLEGE
JANUARY 1995
I hope all of you had a very rewarding holiday season. This was an especially enjoyable year for our family. Jan term classes are now
in session. Normally, our January "anticipation quotient" is filled with expectations about the second semester. This year our attention
is drawn toward Washington D.C. and Olympia, where legislative committees and their staffs are being assembled, where thousands
of campaign promises are being reviewed, and where therapists are busy collecting money from lobbyists who have made all the wrong
friends. It should be exciting! In either February or March, I will give you my perspective on how higher education will be affected
by the changes at state and federal levels.
ACADEMICS
January Term is in full swing. Off-campus classes are taking
place in Albuquerque, Los Angeles, San Francisco, New Orleans,
Pierre, Yakima, Hawaii, Jamaica, Romania, and Korea. On-
campus students are enjoying courses ranging from Chemistry for
Modern Living to Opera Workshop. Students and faculty alike
seem to enjoy the refreshment and stimulation of different sub-
jects taught in a variety of formats.
An extensive collection of African art recently donated to
Whitworth by alumni Clyde and Annie Matters is a central
part of one of this year's January classes. Art Professor Barb
Fib o and Forum Coordinator Sue Jackson are team-teaching a
course that focuses on the history of art in different cultures.
Having been born and raised in South Africa, Sue is especially
pleased about this new collection.
Another team-taught international opportunity for students
gets under way in February. The France Study Tour will leave
for Paris on February 7. Modern Languages Professor Pierrette
Christianne will orient students to culture and language, and then
turn the group over to Art Professor Gordon Wilson for his month
of instruction. The term will be completed by English Professor
Leonard Oakland, who will lead students through a study of
French literature during the final month of the tour.
A wonderful project on the Whitworth campus will be sup-
ported for the second year by First Interstate Bank, Founda-
tion Northwest, Momentum, and U.S. West. Under the leader-
ship of History Professor Dale Soden, Project Get Ready enables
"at-risk" high school freshmen to experience a very positive slice
of college life. Participants attend actual classes, discuss the skills
necessary for success in college, and go through a "live" summer
experience. We will be very interested to see how many of our
Project Get Ready alumni attend college in three years.
The Washington State Commission for the Humanities is
providing financial support for four public lectures and a
performance of the play Not About Heroes as a part of the
Benjamin Britten War Requiem Series. The lectures and play will
be presented between April 10 and May 17, followed by the
Spokane Symphony performance of Britten's War Requiem on
May 12. Members of our Music, Theatre, and English Depart-
ments will be involved in this project.
In the October Mind and Heart I mentioned that we had a
focused visit from our regional accrediting association re-
garding the Master of International Management program.
We have received our formal notification of program approval as
well as a special endorsement to offer the program at Fairchild Air
Force Base in Spokane. We were extremely pleased with the
feedback we received from the Northwest Association of Schools
and Colleges.
Forum will present some great programs this spring. We'll be
treated to performances by our concert choir (4/10), forensics
team (2/17), Jan-Term Theatre group (2/6), and jazz band (5/5);
we'll also enjoy return visits from Tony and Peggy Campolo
(3/31), Westminster House, Staley Lecturer Craig Wilson, and
inner-city Los Angeles Pastor Isaiah Jones. Many other first-time
guests will make this an excellent Forum semester.
ENROLLMENT
We are surprised but pleased that freshman applications are
up 20 percent over last year's record number. It is also
interesting to note that early-decision applications are 44 percent
higher than last year. Both of these statistics make it important for
students to apply early. If any of you know students who have not
yet applied but who plan to attend Whitworth this fall, please
remind them of our March 1 application deadline. With more
applications and 60 fewer spaces, the early applicants will defi-
nitely have an edge.
We have scheduled two excellent programs for prospective
students during spring semester. On Sunday, February 19,
Campus Close-up will provide an opportunity for high school
juniors and seniors to come to campus, meet our professors, take
campus tours, and get a mini-perspective of Whitworth College.
On April 23 and 24, our Sneak Preview gives high school juniors
a chance to spend 36 hours on campus experiencing classes, dorm
life, seminars, a dance, Chapel, and (best of all) culinary delights
from our food service.
We will offer several off-campus programs for prospective
students this semester. Counselors from our Admissions Office
will host programs in San Francisco, Seattle and Lake Oswego.
Faculty members, students, alumni, parents of students and I will
also participate in these programs. If you would like additional
information or registration materials, please call the Office of
Enrollment Services at 1-800-533-4668 or 509-466-3212.
Students are now applying for 1995-96 financial aid. Because
parents now receive this newsletter, we want to encourage you to
watch for renewal applications from the federal processor. They
should be arriving in the mail any day now.
FINANCES/RESOURCES
December was a very good giving month, enabling us to get
caught up on our annual fund. Thanks to all of you for your
generous support. At this point our annual giving is right on target.
The matching gift program was extremely successful, and we send
special thanks to all of you who increased your giving over last
year and were matched by this very generous anonymous founda-
tion. As I mentioned in the last Mind and Heart, it looks as though
we will have another $500,000 of matching funds available for
new gifts submitted by June 30. In order to meet our budget we
need an additional $600,000 in gifts by the end of our fiscal year
(June 30); I'm sure that your generosity, along with these match-
ing funds, will enable us to reach our goal. Thanks again.
The new campus center is looking less like a skeleton and more
like a building. The roof is in place and the exterior brick work is
about 50 percent finished. Incidentally, the donor bricks have
already been installed in the main entryway. So for those of you
who purchased a brick, the evidence of your support is already in
place. It still looks good for June occupancy. We hope within the
next month to be far enough along on our campus master plan that
we'll be ready to make recommendations to the Board of Trustees
concerning the ifs and when's of Phase II.
Planning for the Cowles Memorial Auditorium renovation is
under way. The Planning Committee has met several times and
members are currently looking at conceptual designs for improv-
ing the function and aesthetics of the building. We appreciate
those of you who have sent special contributions toward this
renovation. Because we are not going to borrow any money for
this project, and because we have far more needs than available
funds, every gift we receive will enable us to come closer to our
renovation ideal.
At times this summer we will probably look more like a
construction zone than a college campus. We'll complete the
campus center; begin to renovate Cowles Auditorium; upgrade
seating, lighting, acoustics, and air circulation in the Science
Auditorium with the help of a generous $40,000 grant from a
corporate foundation and an $18,000 grant (plus matching funds)
from a family foundation; install campus computer network
systems; replace windows in Warren Hall; and complete land-
scaping and parking lot improvements throughout the campus.
Due to the increased usage of the Datatel software and the
addition of new offices using the software, Computing Services
has upgraded the administrative computer's CPU from a
DECsystem 5000/240 to a DECsystem 5000/260, which doubles
the processing capacity of the system. We've also upgraded the
memory from 128MB to 256MB. These changes, made the first
week in January, will provide improved system efficiency to the
entire campus.
ATHLETICS
The men's basketball team, ranked eighth nationally in NAIA
Division II, scored a great victory over NCAA Division I Eastern
Washington University, 89-77, in December. After losing a heart-
breaker in overtime to Whitman (our first conference game), the
Bucs came back in a big way to defeat PLU in the Fieldhouse, 112-
76. This last weekend the men split a pair of road games, defeating
Linfield and losing to a strong Willamette team. The men's record
stands at 11-6 overall, 2-2 in conference. Nathan Dunham leads
the Pirates in scoring and shooting percentage (18.6 ppg, 63
percent from the field). Kevin Wright is averaging 15.6 ppg and
leading the conference with 8.3 rebounds per game. Roman
Wickers, whose per-game point average is 15.8, was named NCIC
Player of the Week.
The women's basketball team is moving up! After an impres-
sive 29-point victory over PLU, a great overtime win against
Seattle University, and two big road victories at Linfield and
Willamette, the women stand at 8-10 overall, 3-1 in conference.
They gave Gonzaga—a very tough NCAA Division I team—a
battle during Christmas break, winning the second half and pulling
to within 5 points with only 3 minutes left in the game. We'll call
it a moral victory (good, but not as good as a real victory). Annette
Sweeney continues to lead the women in scoring with 16.8 points
per game; Sherri Northington is averaging 10 points and is
contributing 9.6 rebounds and two blocked shots per outing;
Andrea Sherer averages 9.4 points and 5.4 rebounds per game; and
point guard Kim McFadden is contributing 6.3 assists per contest.
The women's and men's swimming teams were victorious in
our most recent meet at Central Washington, beating the powerful
CWU teams by a considerable margin. Individual Whitworth
winners at the meet were Jan Okada, Jerry Rice, Shannon Braun,
Steve Schadt, Dorian Reese, Jeff Rice, Desire DeSoto, Guy
Mikasa, Mary Ryan, Mike Peloso, and John Rasmussen. The
women's team is now 5-1, and the men are 4-2. Coach Tom Dodd
is excited about the Bucs' prospects in the NAIA; his teams are
making great strides (strokes?) toward membership in the
Northwest's swimming elite.
Everything you always wanted to know about Pirate sports:
Sports Information Director Tom Galbraith is happy to announce
that the Whitworth Pirate Athletics Hotline is now in operation.
For information regarding Pirate teams, game results and upcom-



















Wind Ensemble Spring Concert
Commencement Weekend
I just returned from a conference with 225 other college presi-
dents. It was my ninth year of attending these meetings, and I
found the mood this year to be especially pessimistic. There is a
sense that higher education has significantly more supply than
demand, that this imbalance has created big discounts on prices
that are already below costs, that state and federal sources of
support for higher education are diminishing, and that the next
round of cost cuts at moderately endowed, independent colleges
will go deep into the bone. Whitworth seems to be dodging the
supply-and-demand bullet, but these challenging conditions make
us and our students especially grateful to our friends for the many
ways in which they support Whitworth. Thanks to you.
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A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
MARCH 1995
I'm writing this month's Mind and Heart as I return from the Association of Presbyterian Colleges and Universities annual meeting. It was very
interesting to observe how various institutions relate to our denomination. One quite encouraging remark was made by Ron Calgaard, president of
Trinity University, a superb Presbyterian institution in San Antonio, Texas. In a small group, I had briefly characterized Whitworth College as more
theologically open than most Christian colleges and more evangelically oriented than most Presbyterian colleges. Dr. Calgaard responded by saying,
"You at Whitworth have done an excellent job of making that position clear." I hope our clarity is an outgrowth of the exhilaration we find in this unusual
combination of spiritual commitment and intellectual curiosity.
ACADEMICS
Several faculty members and students in our Physics Department
had a great educational experience when the college's Airglow
Research Project provided ground-based support for the recent Discov-
ery space shuttle mission. The airglow instruments obtained photometer
data and all-sky images of the upper atmosphere at four of the 10
wavelengths used in an experiment on board Discovery. The shuttle
coordinates and fly-over times were communicated to Whitworth on
Internet via our newly installed fiber-optic network. Whitworth was the
only undergraduate institution among the 16 sites worldwide that
provided ground-based support for the airglow experiment aboard the
Discovery mission. The airglow research team included Professors Lois
Kieffaber and Delbert Friesen, Adjunct Professor Alan Peterson, and
Student Research Assistants Alan Michael, Tracy Stephenson, and
Aaron Amoth.
Speaking of science students, anxiety runs high this time of year for
those applying to medical school. So far this month, two of our students
have been accepted and two others are in the process of interviewing. As
I'm sure most of you know, Whitworth has always enjoyed a very high
acceptance rate for its students who apply to medical school.
At the other end of campus, the Music Department continues to
enjoy the spotlight. Last week a feature article on the front page of The
Spokesman-Review was headlined, "School of Note: Whitworth Builds FINANCES/RESOURCES
Reputation for Musical Excellence." Along with the article was a large
color picture of Music Professor Judith Schoepflin with freshman piano
student Rebecca Uejio. Rebecca was also on the cover of the last Piano
Guild Notes, a national publication for piano teachers and professors.
Whitworth looked very good in the article as Rebecca explained why she
chose this college from among the many that recruited her. We are
thrilled with all the recognition our music program is receiving, and all
of us — especially members of the music faculty — are quick to point
out that we have many other superb departments on campus, as well.
Fortunately, the nature of our choral and instrumental programs is such
that both Whitworth's visibility and its relationship with the church can
benefit from-our high quality.
The campus community just spent two fascinating days with
Rushworth Kidder, former senior columnist for The Christian Science
Monitor, who was on campus to give The Edward B. Lindaman Distin-
guished Scholar Lecture. Kidder is founder and president of the Institute
for Global Ethics; he travels the world making presentations on themes
similar to the topic of his lecture at Whitworth, "Ethical Issues Raised
by New Technologies."
Faculty Development Day this spring continued the emphasis on the
future as Provost and Dean of the Faculty Ken Shipps spoke on "Values
and Assumptions in Whitworth's Strategic Planning." After the presen-
tation, faculty representatives from the Institutional Planning Group
participated in a question-and-answer session centered around issues
connected with Whitworth's future. These faculty members — Profes-
sors Lee Anne Chaney, Don Liebert, Dale Soden and Gordon Watanabe
— along with several trustees, administrators, staff, and one student
representative, are charged with developing a succinct strategic plan for
Whitworth's next five years.
financial aid to our students. Last night, I heard a report about the
possible elimination of four federal departments whose taxpayer-sup-
ported budgets total $70 billion per year. One of these endangered
departments is the Department of Education. Included in the D.O.E.'s
budget is the entire federal financial aid program that has undeniably
provided college access for many deserving students.
STUDENT LIFE
ADMISSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID
On March 4, the International Club hosted its annual International
Banquet. This year's theme, "Increasing Our Circle of Friends," also
became the banquet's outcome when more than 500 Whitworth employ-
ees, students, and community members filled the Fieldhouse for an
evening of incredible food and entertainment. The countless hours of
preparation by International Club members resulted in a joyous intercul-
tural celebration with displays, flags, candles, and dress from around the
world. The value to our campus of the Whitworth College international
students is inestimable, and we thank them for this wonderful event.
During spring break several student trips are planned. The ASWC
SERVE Office is sending 12 students to work on a mission project at a
Native American reservation in Idaho, and Chemistry Professor David
Sammeth will be taking 12 students on a backpacking trip to the floor of
the Grand Canyon in Arizona.
In the final four months of this fiscal year we need approximately
$400,000 to reach our annual fund goal. If this budgeted giving level
is reached, we are confident that our budget will balance without the use
of bequest income. Thanks so much for your support! It is indispens-
able.
After a bit of good-natured imploring from us, the anonymous
donors of the $600,000 gift toward the renovation of Cowles Memo-
rial Auditorium have allowed us to disclose their identity. We extend
our most heartfelt thanks to trustee Wanda Cowles and her husband, Jim,
for triggering a $600,000 match and making it possible for us to take on
a $1.5 million renovation project. We are very proud that the Cowles
family continues to have confidence in Whitworth College and that
Wanda and Jim allowed us to make public this expression of their
support. I had been feeling rather clandestine about this whole project.
A friend of mine from another college asked me who had made the
$600,000 pledge. I replied, "an anonymous donor." He asked who had
matched the gift. I replied, "an anonymous foundation." He then thanked
me for being so helpful. Thanks so much to Wanda and Jim Cowles for
helping us, among other wonderful things, to take the adventure out of
sitting down in this fine auditorium that was made possible through the
generosity of an earlier generation of the Cowles family.
We are right in the middle of working on the 1995-96 budget. We feel
somewhat stymied by the uncertainty of financial aid funding at the
federal and state levels. Also, we still need to do considerable catching
up on faculty and staff salaries. With salary increases, anticipated
financial expenses, and the unavoidable costs of inflation, we will have
very little money to make operational improvements.
ATHLETICS
(Note: Thanks to Publications Assistant Terry Mitchell for writing
this "Athletics" section. I just flat ran out of time, and Terry does a
great job! B.R.)
Our women's swim team finished third in the nation, while the
There is still no word on the fate of federal financial aid programs
targeted for recision. We do know that if four of the programs under
review go up in smoke it will result in a loss of more than $1 million in
men's team notched seventh place. NCIC Women's Coach of the
Year Tom Dodd took both teams to NAIA Nationals in San Antonio and
returned to Spokane with some impressive hardware. The women's
third-place finish, Whitworth's highest ever, came close on the heels of
the NCIC Championship meet, at which they broke four of five confer-
ence relay records and took home their first conference championship.
The men set a relay record of their own at the NCIC meet, and went on
to wrap up third place in the conference—their best finish ever. With the
momentum of this great season and more All-Americans (including
Academic All-Americans) than ever before, we're looking forward to
lots of future Whitworth victories for both the women and the men. Way
to go, swimmers!
The women's basketball team had a terrific year. After winning the
NCIC title outright with late-season road victories over Pacific and
Lewis & Clark, the women beat Whitman and Willamette in the NCIC
Championship Tournament here at the Fieldhouse. They then advanced
to the NAIA Division II National Tournament in Monmouth, Ore.,
where they shocked the skeptics with a 67-60 first-round victory over
Culver-Stockton of Missouri. Culver-Stockton was ranked 14th in the
nation, had a 26-5 regular-season record, and was heavily favored to
beat the unranked and unseeded Pirates. After that surprising victory
(surprising to everyone but Whitworth's fans), the women went on to
meet Mt. Mercy of Iowa, one of last year's Final Four teams. The Bucs
gave the Mt. Mercy players all they could handle. Despite a significant
height difference (Mt. Mercy was really tall), a marked disparity in
championship tournament experience (Mt. Mercy had some), and the
prophecies of the pundits (Mt. Mercy was going to kill us), we took this
team, ranked third in the nation, to overtime before they finally managed
to pull off a 63-60 victory. You might want to send a note to Coach Helen
Higgs, Assistant Coaches Darci Kummer and Becky Randell, and the
members of our NCIC Championship team, to thank them for their
efforts and to congratulate them on a really excellent effort. Next season
can't come soon enough for the Buc basketball faithful.
Men's hoops finished up a winning season with a tough loss in the
playoffs at Willamette. After a disappointing season-ending road trip to
Pacific and Lewis & Clark, the Bucs worked hard to prepare themselves
for their first-round tournament game, and they fought the Willamette
Bearcats down to the wire. Coach Warren Friedrichs, who refers to this
team as "a great bunch of guys," was pleased with the effort though not
with the outcome against the Bearcats, who managed a 6-point win in the
opening game on their home court. Willamette went on to the NAIA
Division II National Tournament at Nampa, Idaho (along with confer-
ence champion Lewis & Clark), and the Bucs finished up their season
with a very respectable 18-10 record. Thanks to Coach Friedrichs,
Assistant Coach Rodney Wecker, and all the players who worked so
hard and provided so many thrills for Buc fans. See you in the Fieldhouse
in November.
The baseball team is gearing up for its California trip. After an
impressive beginning (including a 4-1 record after the first week), the
Pirates are ready to travel south for some spring-break diamond action.
Our only loss came against Gonzaga; Don O'Neal had three hits and
Grant Good two , but the Bulldogs squeaked past the Bucs 4-3. Then the
Pirates came back to defeat UPS four straight (two at a rain-soaked,
windy, and very chilly Merkel Field and two the following day in Moses
Lake, where the snow wasn't quite as deep as it was in Spokane). Looks
like a great start for Buc-ball.
Track and Field got off to an auspicious start with our first meet at
Boppell Memorial Track in the Pine Bowl. Despite the cold, snow,
wind, and rain, our women's and men's teams both defeated Lewis &
Clark handily. Pacific Lutheran's teams triumphed over ours, but Trina
Gumm won the javelin with a throw of 134 feet, 3 inches, and Whitworth
crowned three individual champions in the meet: Kevin Wright in the
shotput (46 feet, 1.5 inches), Casey Clark in the triple jump (42 feet, 3.75
inches), and Andy Martin in the 5,000-meter race (14:59.27).
The men's and women's tennis teams are rolling. Men's Coach Kevin
Bryant reports that his team is 1-1 in preseason, with a 6-3 victory over
Linfield and a 4-5 loss to UPS. The women are also even at 1-1; Coach
Jo Wagstaff's team defeated WSU's JV team 9-0 (!) and fell to Lewis-
Clark State, 5-4. Pat Dreves is the men's #1 prospect in singles play, and
Dreves and Sean Weston are currently Whitworth's best men's doubles
team. The women's team has everyone back from last year, and the
freshman class is looking great: three freshmen are alnoilethe team's top
six players. Both teams will head down to Los Angeles and San Diego
to get in some pre-season matches; after their California sojourn, they'll












Board of Trustees Meeting
Theatre Production: 0 Pioneers!
Sneak Preview
Wind Ensemble Spring Concert
Commencement Weekend
As an institution forged in the Reformed theological tradition, we
believe that the only case humanity can make before God is the mercy
and grace of the cross. This Lenten season has been especially meaning-
ful on campus as we have reflected on the passion and compassion of the
Crucified One. I hope that those of you who embrace the Christian faith
will be lifted during these 40 days of contemplating God's grace.
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A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
MAY 1995
I've always said that the day students arrive and the day they leave are my two happiest days in the academic year. This year, not only did I find
myself unusually sad to say goodbye to our seniors, but my treasured day-after-graduation calm was disrupted by deeply troubling news in the Wall
Street Journal. I will explain the rather dismal way Whitworth College found itself mentioned in the national publications, but first I would like to
comment on the Mind and Heart newsletter.
As most of you know, Of Mind and Heart is a newsletter I write each
month during the academic year and once during the summer. My
purpose in starting the publication was to update the folks who invest their
gifts in Whitworth College. That purpose remains primary. In 1993-94 we
included the parents of current students on the mailing list for two issues.
Because many parents claimed that they had actually read and appreciated
this little flyer, we sent them all the issues this year. Some facts about the
Mind and Heart: We send the M & H third class to about 6,500 people; we
print it on cheap paper, often using up inventory that is left over from other
mailings; it takes me about three hours to dictate it after Nancy Rau gathers
and organizes the information; then our Publications Office cleans it up;
usually I follow a pattern of Academic, Admissions, Financial, Student
Life, Athletics, and Miscellaneous headings.
ThisMind and Heart will be different in two respects. First, it will be sent
to our entire 15,000-person mailing list (as it usually is in May because of
ourJune 30 fiscal year-end). Second, I will begin with Finances and explain
the events of the past week, to which I referred above.
FINANCES
The first thing! want to say is that this has been a good year financially.
Because of your generosity, giving to the annual fund has been up slightly,
and overall the revenues and expenses in our $27 million budget have been
very close to what we anticipated. If the friends of Whitworth College
respond to our fiscal year-end appeal as they have in the past, gifts in June
will balance our budget. We are deeply grateful for your role in our
financial well-being, and we very much need your support now.
Last Monday, just as I was sitting down to write the Mind and Heart,
we learned that the anonymous foundation that had been making
matching gifts to Whitworth for the past several years has filed for
bankruptcy. We had been assured by this foundation (The Foundation for
New Era Philanthropy in Philadelphia) that a very wealthy cadre of donors,
who wished to remain anonymous and thus avoid the publicity and
solicitation that often follow major gifts, would match new gifts that came
to organizations ranging from Whitworth College to the Philadelphia
Orchestra. In performing our due diligence we learned that financial giants
ranging from Laurance Rockefeller to Sir John Templeton were involved
in various ways with New Era. The only concern we had with New Era
stemmed from its requirement that we submit to the foundation for a period
of six months the gifts that were to be matched. During this holding period
they would draw interest for their operating expenses, then return our
money plus the dollar-for-dollar match.
For two and a half years Whitworth followed all of its own internal
procedures and the program worked exactly as New Era promised. In fact,
we regularly called Prudential Securities to make sure our money was in the
account specified by New Era. Unfortunately, New Era was using these
accounts as collateral for heavy borrowing. Now, their bankruptcy filing
means that we will not receive the matching funds that they assured us
would be available for new gifts (as I mentioned to you in the December
Mind and Heart). Any of you who made gifts based on the availability of
these matching funds should let us know if you would like us to return your
contributions to you. We hope this situation does not discourage you from
supporting Whitworth or from participating in subsequent matching oppor-
tunities we might have, but we know that many of you make sacrifices to
support Whitworth; and because we were misled, we naively misled you,
and we will return your gift if you so desire.
Finally, I want to comment on why the New York Times reported us as an
unsecured creditor of $7 million. When New Era filed bankruptcy we were
on their books as having deposited $3.5 million and being owed a $3.5
million match. Most of the $3.5 million on deposit with New Era was
matching money due to us that they said an anonymous donor would match
again. So while we are certainly disappointed that we will not be receiving
the $7 million owed to us, Whitworth College has lost no money; we are
clearly net positive, and we have neither budgeted nor used any money
from New Era for current operations. The basic result of New Era's demise
for Whitworth College is that we will be unable to complete campus
projects we had hoped New Era funds would support. Most notably, Phase
II of the Campus Center will be postponed and the renovation of Cowles
Memorial Auditorium will be scaled back. If you would like more informa-
tion about this situation, please feel free to call me or Tom Johnson at (509)
466-1000; or you might be interested in reviewing the articles in the Wall
Street Journal issues of May 15, 16, and 19.
The current status of summer projects is as follows: We will do a scaled-
back renovation of Cowles Memorial Auditorium, concentrating on beauty
and comfort, with postponements on electrical and mechanical improve-
ments; Phase I of the Campus Center will be completed by July 4; we will
complete trenching and wiring for the fiber optic backbone of the campus
computer network, but we have not yet decided what percentage of the
entire campus networking project we will take on; the planned refurbishing
of Baldwin-Jenkins will be moderately scaled back; funds specified for
residence hall improvement in our bond issue will be used to replace
windows and heating cowlings in Warren Hall. Our big question mark is the
Johnston Science Building Auditorium. Approximately two-thirds of the
$200,000 renovation cost for the auditorium was to come from New Era
funds. We have two weeks to raise pledges and cash if we are to complete
the project by fall; otherwise we will have to postpone the work until funds
are available.
We welcome all of you to campus this summer, especially groups
attending the Whitworth Institute of Ministry, Elderhostel, Pine Camp,
Northwest Football Camp, Hoop Jams, and other conferences. The
Hawthorne Road project is complete, so you will no longer have to wind
your way through non-entrances or pole vault across Hawthorne Road.
ACADEMICS
With great pleasure we announce that Dr. Susan Bratton has accepted
our offer to occupy the Edward B. Lindaman Chair of Science,
Technology and Society. Dr. Bratton holds a Ph.D. in ecology from
Cornell University as well as an M.A. from Fuller Theological Seminary.
She is a widely published scholar and is frequently called upon to speak at
national and international events.
It was sad to bid farewell to senior Alycia Jones, but we are proud to
announce that she has been awarded a Fulbright Scholarship to study
in Congo-Brazzaville in Central Africa. She will spend the year doing
research on magical realism in literature as she works with imagery to gain
insight into the culture. Alycia was a double major in French and Spanish.
Speaking of commencement, a postcard-perfect weekend of weather
greeted many families and friends who came in for the 105th Whit-
worth College Commencement. Students were exemplary in their deco-
rum and exuberant over their accomplishments. We are all proud to be
associated with this classy class. Professor Linda Hunt gave a stirring
address and Dr. Bob Duvall, '62, President and CEO of the National
Council on Economic Education, was awarded an honorary degree as his
parents, Fenton and Hannah, looked on. All of this, plus great student
speeches, made it a day when we were clearly reminded of the gracious way
God enlightens both the heart and the mind.
The Monday morning after commencement was the time when profes-
sors (theoretically) submitted their grades, we enjoyed a celebratory
Dean's Brunch, and we began the second annual "Faith and Learning"
workshop. This year's speaker was Dr. Nathan Hatch, vice president for
Graduate Studies and Research at Notre Dame University. Dr. Hatch's
addresses included "The Crisis of Authority in America," "Thinking as
Christians and Scholars," and "Renewing the Vocation of Teaching."
During the afternoons and evenings, Whitworth faculty worked with
faculty participants from other colleges and universities to design curricu-
lum and pedagogy that closely integrates issues of faith. I might point out
that we were happy to invite Dr. Hatch to lace up his sneakers for some
noontime hoops — just to prove to him that Indiana is not the only place
where they play good basketball. Actually, he was pretty good for someone
from Notre Dame.
ADMISSIONS ATHLETICS
Currently we have just over 370 first-time, full-time freshmen who
have made deposits for this fall. Of that group, some will cancel and some
will be added from our waiting list or from late applications. We would like
to be right at the 350 number, so we are feeling pretty encouraged.
Incidentally, a couple of weeks ago the mother of one of our students called
to give me two extremely constructive criticisms. At the end of our
conversation she mentioned that after being accepted at Stanford, Duke,
and Wheaton College, her high school senior had chosen Whitworth. I
thought to myself how good those other three schools must feel to be on the
same list as Whitworth.
Financial Aid Associate Director Marianne Hansen has been busy
awarding endowed scholarships over the past several weeks. Selection
committees, which include faculty, administrators and donors, kept claim-
ing that "they're all such high-quality students, it's hard to decide." One
donor solved the problem by coming up with more money and giving all the
top applicants a scholarship. As we consider that the average 1995
Whitworth College graduate carried $20,000 worth of debt, we salute all of
you who are helping us to hold down the costs. Your support is what puts
a Whitworth education within reach for so many of our students.
STUDENT LIFE
The Class of '95's senior gift to the college is a set of four beautiful
photographs depicting Whitworth' s student activities from the '20s to the
'80s. We're grateful to our graduating seniors for this wonderful gift as well
as for their many other contributions to Whitworth during the past four
years.
A number of our students were quite active in the community as the
year drew to a close. Sarah Armstrong, '97, Emily Bradford, '96, Margaret
Meeker, '95, and Wendi Story, '96, spoke at the Presbyterian Women's
Conference sponsored by the Inland Northwest Presbytery; their presenta-
tion explored the ways in which the church can minister more effectively
to college students. Amber Johnson, Matt Mooney, Rebecca Spencer, and
Kanani Wong, all Whitworth freshmen, spoke as panelists to a group of
high school students and members of the Spokane business community on
how to get ready for and handle the first year of college.
The character of the Whitworth College student body was very evident
over the last two weeks of school. Money from the Mac Hall Concert went
to Mark Terrell's '94 Street Ministry in Spokane, the funds raised by
Springfest went to Crosswalk of Spokane, and the 5K Crank for the Bank
fun run generated more than $500 for the Spokane Food Bank.
On the subject of running, many students and staff joined the 53,000
runners in Spokane's I2K Bloomsday Race. I've been instructed to
report to you that one strapping young student and one shriveled old
administrator completed the course in under 50 minutes.
We wrapped up a very successful year in sports, with our track teams
sending two men and two women to the NAIA National Meet at Azusa
Pacific in California, May 25-27. Kevin Wright and Dan Kepper (from
the cover of this spring's issue of WhitworthToday) will compete in the
decathlon, and Gail Pitman and Trina Gumm will vie for the javelin
medals.
Our baseball team missed regional playoffs by an eyelash. The Bucs
placed third in the NCIC with a 10-7 record, and several of our fine
players were honored with All-Conference berths: Don O'Neal and
Lance Rickman were named to the first team, and Chris Fukai, Sean
Peterson, Larry Turner and Erik Sundet received honorable mentions.
Congratulations to our players and coaches for a job well done.
The Buc tennis teams closed out the season at the NCIC Champi-
onships in Salem, Ore., on April 28 and 29. The women finished fifth
as Pacific Lutheran edged Linfield for the title, and the men placed third
behind perennial power Pacific Lutheran (the Lutes had a perfect score
of 27) and Willamette. Coaches Jo Wagstaff and Kevin Bryant are
pleased with their teams' efforts and looking forward to next season as
the Bucs continue to improve.
MISCELLANEOUS
The Annual Awards Banquet this year honored several exemplary
Whitworth College employees. The Senior Faculty Achievement
Award went to Forrest Baird, Philosophy; the Junior Faculty Achieve-
ment Award went to Mark Biermann, Physics. The Outstanding Ser-
vice Award winners were as follows: Faculty: Dale Soden, History;
Support Staff: Jan Van Thillo, office supervisor in Enrollment Services;
Physical Plant: Karen Albrecht, assistant director; ProfessionalfTech-
nical: Mike Westenskow, technical director, Cowles Memorial Audi-











This Mind and Heart has been hard to write. The fact that we are not
alone — that we are among more than 300 organizations that will suffer
the consequences of the New Era collapse — is small consolation. At
the moment I'm feeling a range of emotions: embarrassment that this
happened; disappointment over the delay of projects; concern whether
giving will hold up when we most need it; optimism in the assurance
that God is sovereign and "will supply all of our needs according to his
riches in glory"; and heartfelt appreciation for the many good people —
you among them — who make secure our mission of mind and heart.
Thanks.
indeart
A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
NOVEMBER 1995
Today is a day of reckoning. I can no longer live in denial of winter's imminent return. I awoke this morning to three inches of our first snowfall and to every
symptom ever recorded in the history of colds. I'm sure the final sign of winter will arrive later today when new students from Hawaii and California gather
in the Loop for their first "snow wars" while native Northwestemers, clad in shorts and T-shirts, condescendingly advise these rookies on the fine art of snow
assault. The whole deal is pretty funny and it is one of the times I most enjoy my skybox on the second floor of McEachran Hall. We at Whitworth hope
you are all feeling a full measure of God's blessings as we enter the Thanksgiving season.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
On October 6, I happened to fall into step with a student as I walked into
Cowles Auditorium for a historic Convocation. When she caught a glimpse
of the newly renovated space, she gasped, "No way!" Then we faculty
walked down the aisles in full academic regalia and admired this stunning
renovation. As we celebrated the reopening of Cowles Auditorium, we
gave thanks for God's blessings and for people who believe in Whit-
worth enough to help us erase the "no" in "no way." Beautiful red seats
and curtains, handsome gray walls, an expanded foyer and new lighting and
sound systems have created an auditorium that bears little resemblance to
the one where we held Baccalaureate last May. We are now looking for
funds to upgrade the building's infrastructure and exterior. Thanks to all of
you who helped bring us this far.
Inspired by the new surroundings, Theatre Professor Diana Trotter
directed Shakespeare's Measure for Measure before four large crowds,
including one full house. The staging, directing and acting were remarkable
in light of the short preparation time available. Kevin Brady, Heather
Peterson and Tim Hornor memorized a lifetime's worth of script and they
and the rest of the cast portrayed their characters superbly. In preparation
for the play, the English Department hosted a colloquium featuring a panel
of distinguished Shakespeare scholars who happened to be in Spokane for
a professional meeting.
The following weekend, Cowles had a slightly different feel as the
Whitworth Jazz Ensemble featured internationally acclaimed jazz
trombonist Carl Fontana in a scorching performance. Director Dan
Keberle has built this ensemble into one of the finest jazz bands in the
Northwest. October turned out to be a great month to bring Cowles
Auditorium back on line.
Psychology Professor Jim Waller and several other professors have orga-
nized an interesting new venue for discussing their research and ideas with
one another. The Faculty Scholarship Forum meets on alternate Fri-
days and discusses a wide range of topics. The three discussions I have
been able to attend included a presentation from Spanish Professor Sonja
Hokanson on the influence of cognitive style on foreign language learning,
Biology professor Finn Pond's description of killer paramecia (it's a jungle
in that Petri dish), and a discussion of a paper written by Dale Soden and
Kathy Storm on the appropriateness of postmodernism as an epistemology
for the multicultural movement.
This year's Staley Lecture series featured singer/composer John Fisher.
Blending songs with lecture and discussion, John insightfully led the
members of the Whitworth community in rethinking our role as Christians
in today's world.
For more than 40 years, Whitworth has offered courses for adult students
whose schedules do not match up with the typical college curriculum. At
the October Board of Trustees' meeting, action was taken to approve
expanding this program to meet the specific needs of adult students
who have not completed their college degree requirements and who now
wish to do so. Courses will meet in the evenings and on Saturdays and will
provide a variety of opportunities for adults who want to return to college.
Call our Office of Continuing Studies, (509) 466-3222, for information.
ADMISSIONS AND ENROLLMENT
Our annual Great Escape campus visit program has become a sellout.
On October 28-30, 150 high school seniors (including 75 who came by air)
moved onto campus. Like their Great Escape predecessors, these prospec-
tive Whitworth students experienced the works. Each year, classes, con-
certs, dances, worship services and dorm life are all compressed into this
one great weekend. Historically, nearly two-thirds of the students who
attend Great Escape enroll at Whitworth for the following fall semester.
Alert! The early decision application deadline for next fall is
November 30. Students with strong academic records who have identified
Whitworth as their first choice should consider this option. "Early admits"
are given preferential treatment in pre-registration and housing selection,
along with other benefits.
In a very short period of time I have moved from being an expert to
being clueless on how to choose a college. Our oldest child has reached
12th grade. Fortunately, I'm still an expert on your child, but I'm discov-
ering that some of my advice works better in theory than it does at my house.
It looks like my last frontier of expertise will be grandchildren.
CAMPUS LIFE
Friday evening, October 27, was a special moment in the history of
Whitworth College. Students, faculty, trustees (who were in town for the
fall board meeting), alumni and friends all gathered for the Whitworth
Campus Center dedication. A short ceremony in the Campus Center was
followed by a sumptuous dinner for board members and special guests. My
favorite part of the evening came at 8 p.m., when everyone gathered in the
Campus Center for dessert. In the Café area, students enjoyed a coffee-
house program while board members, students, faculty and staff gathered
in Lied Square and enjoyed the atmosphere. Ironically, the mood felt more
like a reunion than a grand opening. Capping off this special evening was
the presence of Christina Hixson, trustee of the Ernst F. Lied Foundation
Trust, who flew in from Las Vegas with her assistant, Jackie Kohnert. It was
Ms. Hixson who authorized a $2 million gift to Whitworth College at a
pivotal time in our last capital campaign.
The residence halls have been very creative in their special emphases
this fall. A freshman nicknamed "Tex"has been teaching line dancing in
Stewart, BJ has sponsored "mall invasions," and Arend seems to have at
least one awareness week every month of the year. In September the hall
sponsored "Roommate Awareness Week." You'd like to think that stu-
dents would notice they have roommates even without special program-
ming, but those Arend folks are pretty focused. Tonight I've been invited
to spend the evening at Stewart Hall. I hope they're charitable.
On October 26, representatives of 18 different graduate schools and
seminaries visited our campus and met with interested Whitworth
students. More than 75 of our students attended the event. Whitworth has
an exceptionally high percentage of alumni who go on to do graduate study.
FINANCES
We are very appreciative to all of you who participated in our Adopt-
A-Scholar Program. Under Charlotte Kroeker's leadership, local busi-
nesses alone have assisted more than two dozen students this year with
these $1,500 grants. Beyond that, we have processed nearly 400 outside
scholarships from churches, businesses and civic groups. In so many cases
it is this type of support that brings Whitworth within a student's financial
reach.
We had several hundred visitors on campus during the last weekend
in October, and our Physical Plant staff did such a fine job that on the
day of the Campus Center dedication our grounds looked like the
Whitworth Country Club. And to provide the perfect college-campus
touch, a sun-drenched game of ultimate Frisbee broke out in the Loop as
folks headed to the dedication. Thanks to Keith Sullivan and our great
Physical Plant staff for all their work.
We would deeply appreciate your consideration of Whitworth in your
year-end giving. The financial challenges for both the college and our
students continue to create pressure. Dolly Jackson, who does a great job
in coordinating the Annual Fund appeal, has been very encouraged by your
generous response to our phonathon. Over the past several weeks when I
have been in my office in the evening, I've often run into Melanie Atwood,
our phonathon student coordinator. Her reports of your kind words and
generous support give us all energy and optimism, so please know that we
deeply appreciate all that you do. And if you are in a position to give year-
end support to one of our students or to the general needs of the college,
we would be honored and grateful.
ATHLETICS
Yesterday we received word that women's soccer coach Daman
Hagerott, in his third season, and men's soccer coach Steve Simmons,
in his first, received Coach-of-the-Year honors in the Northwest Con-
ference of Independent Colleges. Both the women's and men's teams had
wonderful seasons, with the women earning a tie for the conference
championship and both the women's and men's teams going on to the
NCIC playoffs. On the women' steam, All-Conference honorees are junior
forward Jennifer Tissue (for the third consecutive year), senior defender
Janay Mountain• (for the second time), and freshman midfielder Joy
Cullen. On the men's side, seniors Matt Kinder and Joon Kang both made
All-NCIC and senior Rio Three Stars received honorable mention. Con-
gratulations to the Pirate soccer teams on a great year.
The volleyball team scored a victory in its last meet of the season. In
a tough three-out-of-five-game set, the women defeated Lewis and Clark
College 15-8, 15-12, 15-9. Coach Hiram Naipo is looking forward to next
season, in no small part because of the caliber of the young women on his
team. According to Coach Naipo, "Our team is made up of high achievers,
both in academics and in athletics. We hope to recruit more players who
work as hard and accomplish as much as the women on this year's team."
Whitworth hosted the NCIC Conference Championships in cross-
country. The men and women both finished sixth, with strong perfor-
mances from the men's Brian Lynch, who covered 8,000 meters in 25:41,
and the women's Dana Ryan, who ran the 5,000-meter course in 19:21.
I'll have an update on our football season in the December issue,
including information on post-season honors and a look at what to expect
in 1996.
The Crimson Club is right in the middle of the annual membership
drive. This program is a wonderful way to support our athletes. Last month
the Crimson Club inducted four new members into the Heritage Gallery
Hall of Fame: at the dinner marking their induction, Les Hogan and Doug
Long entertained us with their memories of Whitworth, while Dennis
Spurlock and Vern Tucker were inducted posthumously. If you are
interested in becoming a Crimson Club member, please call our Athletics
Department at (509) 466-3224.
MISCELLANEOUS
I'm delighted to announce three new appointments with direct connections
to the alumni, friends and parents who read this letter.
• Tad Wisenor, '89, has been named our director of Alumni Relations. Tad
has done a great job in the Office of Admissions as part of the team that has
contributed so much to our remarkable increase in applications. His
appointment represents a slight shift of emphasis in the alumni director
position. In the first few years of Tad's tenure he will be focusing on alumni
services and relationships more than on fund raising. He will also focus on
deepening the ties between the college and its younger alumni. Too often,
young college graduates separate themselves from their alma maters and
then have to be reconnected down the line. Tad will do a great job in
building relationships with this group and with alumni of all ages.
• Our new director of Athletics is Scott McQuilkin, '84. Scott currently
chairs the Department of Physical Education and Athletics, and he is
remembered by many for the excellent job he did as coach of the Pirate
baseball team from 1985 to 1990. Scott brings to his new position the
athletic, academic, institutional and spiritual qualities that will serve
Whitworth Athletics for many years to come.
• Tim Wolf has been appointed our new director of Publications and News
Services. Tim has been at Whitworth since 1992, serving as assistant
director of Publications and Communications. We are confident that Tim
will continue to raise the standards on college publications such as
Whitworth Today, especially with the able assistance of Terry Mitchell,
'93, who has been promoted to Assistant Director.
You will need to act quickly if you plan to attend one of our award-
winning choir's Christmas concerts. Because we've had to turn so many
people away in recent years, there will be only advance ticket sales this
year. Tickets are available now at the following numbers: Seattle (206)
783-8449; Bellevue (206) 868-4608; Spokane (509) 325-SEAT. I hear that
this year's program is better than ever!
DATES TO REMEMBER
November 23-26 Thanksgiving Holiday
December 1 President's Christmas Reception
December 2, 3 Bellevue/Seattle Christmas Choir Concerts
December 5, 8, 9 Spokane Christmas Choir Concerts
December 6 Chapel: Christmas Celebration
December 25-26 Christmas Holiday (Whitworth employees)
December 16-January 7 Christmas Break (Whitworth students)
Happy Thanksgiving to all of you. We are very thankful to God for people
who believe in Whitworth. We long to serve our students in a way that is
pleasing to God and rewarding to you. Blessings!
Indeart
A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
OCTOBER 1995
I'm dictating this Mind and Heart in the midst of an act of impulsiveness. I'm in Chicago and my rental car was due back at O'Hare five hours before my
6:30 p.m. departure time. I had three options: pay for another day on my car (I'm too cheap); sit at the airport and work (I've already marked "vacation day"
on my timecard); or turn in the car, jump on the subway, and go downtown to see if I can get into the Monet Exhibit at the Chicago Art Institute. Easy decision:
I'm on my way downtown now. My reason for reporting this is that I might be a little exuberant as! write this newsletter. But we at Whitworth have so much
to be thankful for that even if! were writing this from the airport, it would be difficult to avoid hyperbole. Right now, the campus is more beautiful than any
Monet. Hardwoods are turning and the maples in front of Mac Hall are a brilliant yellow-gold. I hope the splendor of October colors is also brightening
your spirits as you witness the glory of God's handiwork. Thank you for your thoughts, prayers and gifts.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
We are right in the midst of an infusion of academic technology made
possible by the Murdock Grant. Last Friday, we spent Faculty Develop-
ment Day with technology consultant Alan November. Included in the day
were sessions by Whitworth faculty members on current network applica-
tions they are using in their classes. It can be frightening when Mr. Chips
meets microchips, but our faculty is responding very enthusiastically to
these exciting new tools.
We have instituted an annual departmental review process that will
eventually touch each academic area on a regular basis. This year the
Art, Economics, Business, English, and Religion and Philosophy Depart-
ments will engage external expertise to help them assess curriculum,
staffing and facilities.
For the past three weeks we have been honored to host Dr. Nimuan
Strichad, academic vice president of our sister institution, Payap
University, in Chiang Mai, Thailand. Dr. Nimuan was here to study fund
raising, public relations, spiritual life, business, and new technology for
learning. Our provost, Ken Shipps, set up her schedule and served as her
host.
Whitworth is one of six schools selected nationally to receive a grant
from the Becky Foundation for the purpose of strengthening cross-
cultural education. The grant will help support the 1996 Central America
Study Tour as the Berky Foundation establishes a network of schools
involved in on-site Central America programs.
We were also delighted to learn that Whitworth is one of six schools
selected from among 173 "Confessional Protestant Colleges" by the
Pew Charitable Foundation to participate in a summer research
program for college faculty. The $50,000 grant will fund a three-year
program to enhance and sustain a culture of faculty scholarship through a
series of summer research stipends.
STUDENT LIFE
Under the leadership of President Wendi Story and the entire ASWC
staff, our annual Community Building Day was a huge success. This
year's focus shifted from on-campus projects to a number of off-campus
service opportunities. Approximately 500 students and faculty/staff mem-
bers went out to 18 different sites within the Spokane community to paint,
sort, clean, rake, and do whatever else was needed at various nonprofit
organizations. The day concluded with a barbecue dinner where students
shared their excitement in serving others.
Parents' Weekend is coming up. As of this writing, more than 400 parents
are registered to attend. On Saturday morning, parents will be hosted by
their students for a continental breakfast. They will then attend a wide
variety of "mini-colleges," where faculty and administrators will give
presentations on helpful and interesting topics. Other activities will include
a Forum featuring entertainment by some of our music students and
remarks from me, a pre-game lunch, the Whitworth football game, and our
Theatre Department's production of Shakespeare's Measure for Measure.
This year's Homecoming honors went to Stewart and Warren Halls
for their decorations and to Lissy Hatch of California and Moses Pulei
of Kenya, who were named 1995 Homecoming Queen and King, respec-
tively. We had a great weekend, aside from a disheartening football game.
I especially enjoyed meeting with the 10-year reunion cluster.
We have exactly 100 international students on campus this year. It's
not surprising that the International Club has been especially active hosting
various local and regional events as well as sponsoring special nights that
feature various countries represented on campus.
We were amazed and thrilled with the number of students-who last year
involved themselves in ministry and worship activities on campus. Over
the summer, we all wondered whether such strong intereu,in pirjtual
growth would continue. Based on reports from Terry McGonigal, our dean
of the Chapel, and our student ministry coordinators, even more students
than last year are being drawn by the grace of God, the love of Christ, and
the ministry of the Holy Spirit. I would add that in this climate of deepening
spiritual maturity, the Whitworth students I have encountered maintain a
strong respect for different faith perspectives and still show healthy flashes
of irreverence that keep us all laughing.
FINANCE AND CAPITAL PROJECTS
A recent recognition has left us asking the question, "Should we be
delighted or discouraged?" Frankly, I wasn't sure whether to include this
honor under the "Academic" section or the "Finance" section. The week
after U.S. News and World Report's "America's Best Colleges" issue, they
came out with a "best value" issue that identified the colleges where
students get the most for their money. In their list of most efficient schools,
Whitworth ranked third among the 114 regional colleges and universities
in the western United States and first among the independent institutions.
They arrive at this rating by calculating what it costs for a school to achieve
its academic reputation. Whitworth' s academic reputation was sixth high-
est in the West, but our per-student expenditure level was barely in the top
half of all institutions. Essentially, this means our faculty members are
doing more with less than any other private college or university in the West.
We are still faced with the challenge of holding down our class sizes, holding
down our tuition, and holding up our financial aid. These challenges are
daunting in the face of state and federal cutbacks in higher education support.
My conclusion to all this is three-fold: 1) we should salute our faculty for their
extraordinary efficiency and effectiveness; 2) we should congratulate our
supporters for contributing to a school that provides a great return on their
investment; and 3) we must build our endowment and annual fund in a way
that adds resources to our academic programs.
Based on our "tenth-day" tuition revenue and financial aid expense
projections, it looks as though we will balance the 1995-96 budget,
barring unanticipated expenses or a decline in the amount of unrestricted
gifts. Additionally, we will be working hard to attract support for much-
needed capital funding on campus.
Audit work is now complete on the 1994-95 fiscal year, and we are
pleased to report another balanced budget (for the 19th consecutive year)
and a "clean opinion" from our auditors.
Occasionally, we learn of a student who is experiencing an unexpected
and severe financial problem. This often means that he or she must
withdraw from school or take some other extreme measures. I'd love to
build a list of people who would consider providing special support when
this happens. If any reader of this newsletter would be willing to receive a
call like this, please let me know. Incidentally, my e-mail address has been
changed to brobinson @eve. whitworth.edu.
As we approach the dedication of the new Campus Center, we are
overjoyed with the response of students and the campus community to
this beautiful new facility. Use of the building has been so heavy that we
may have to increase staffing to meet the demands. Again, we are grateful
for all of those who have made this building a reality.
ATI-JILETICS
As of this writing, the Whitworth women's soccer team is at the top of
the NCIC with a 7-0-1 record. After struggling in the pre-season, the
team, led by Coach Daman Hagerott, has rallied behind junior forward
Jennifer Tissue, who leads the conference with 16 goals. Goalie Jen
Peterson is also at the top of the NCIC with four shutouts and an excellent
goals-against average of 1.5 to her credit. It's a real pleasure to watch these
talented players in action. If you're close by, come out to the Pine Bowl on
October 28 at 3:00 p.m. to see the women take on PLU. As they say on
ESPN's Sportscenter, this team is en fuego.
The men's soccer team is also doing well in the conference under first-
year coach Steve Simmons. They recently hit a rough patch after a four-
game winning streak, but they bounced back with a victory over Whitman
(and we always love to beat the Missionaries). The Bucs are in good shape
for a playoff spot, especially if they can knock off Willamette and Linfield
this week. The men return to the Pine Bowl on Saturday, October 28, at 1:00
p.m. — right before the women's game — against Pacific Lutheran.
In his first year as the women's volleyball coach, Hiram Naipo is
building a fine team. Coach Naipo, who served as head volleyball coach
at the University of Washington a few years back, comes to us from San
Antonio, Tex. His Bucs got off to a rough start this fall, but the team shows
signs of promise, with seniors Kim Steinbruecker and Meghan Binger
providing leadership. According to Coach Naipo, these co-captains set a
great example for their teammates both at practice and during matches.
Coach Andy Sonneland has both the men's and women's cross-
country teams running well. Both teams will travel to Bellingham for a
final tune-up meet before the NCIC Championships, to be held at Whitworth
on November 4. Freshman Libby Lowe recently finished 7th and her
teammate Dana Ryan 8th at the Eastern Washington Invitational in
Spokane. Their efforts paid off in an overall second-place finish for the
Bucs. For the men, Andy Martin has been awesome. Before sustaining a
season-ending stress fracture, he set a course record in winning the
Whitworth Invitational.
Our football team is struggling against some tough competition. The
Bucs are 0-1 in league play and 1-4 overall after a 37-7 loss at PLU. We've
already played two nationally ranked teams (Western Washington and
PLU), and we've got another one (Linfield) on our schedule, so the
upcoming games don't offer much of a respite. The CFA is tough!
J. J. Green is back directing the Buc offense after a three-week illness, and
Jeff Baxter is leading our never-say-die defense.
MISCELLANEOUS
Since I last wrote, we have learned that Whitworth College is one of
124 institutions chosen from across the country for the Templeton
Foundation Honor Roll for Character Building Colleges. We believe
that our heart and mind mission is ultimately validated by the moral and
spiritual development of our students. We are pleased that the Templeton
Foundation recognizes the importance of this goal and the extent to which
we are achieving it.
I don't have anything special to report from Admissions and
Financial Aid other than encouragement to all of you as you continue
to support us in identifying prospective Whitworth College students.
We know that Whitworth isn't for everyone, so we really have to be
diligent about looking for the students who would benefit most from our
emphases and our unique culture.
Our home page on the World Wide Web is growing every day. We
would love to have you beam us up. You can access the Whitworth
Home Page at http://www.whitworth.edu.
On Friday, October 6, we re-dedicated Cowles Auditorium with
our opening academic Convocation. The auditorium is stunning, and
our entire Whitworth community was filled with appreciation for the
people who believed enough in this college to make the renovation
possible. (Incidentally, someone hit the wrong "name key" in the last
Mind and Heart. Our library is named for Harriet Cheney Cowles; our
newly refurbished facility is Cowles Memorial Auditorium.)
Last month I mentioned that we had some personnel changes to
report. We're just a few details short of making the announcements
concerning these promotions/appointments; I'll provide that informa-
tion in the November Mind and Heart.
It is with great sadness that I tell you of the untimely death of Gene
Schumacher. Gene, a long-time Whitworth employee, was respon-
sible for getting this newsletter and every other piece of Whitworth
correspondence into the mails. He did a great job and he will be missed
by his friends and colleagues at Whitworth. Please include his family






Board of Trustees Meeting
Campus Center Dedication
Carl Fontana in Concert with the
Whitworth Jazz Ensemble
NCIC Cross-Country Championships at Whitworth
I suspect that when I read the draft of this newsletter I'll feel that it is
excessively positive. And it probably is. You can be sure we have at
least our share of challenges: not enough money, too many personnel
problems, students who make bad decisions, and, to top it all off, it's
hard to find a parking place these days. But we have inherited a
wonderful mission and it is difficult not to get excited when we consider
our calling. As always, we are grateful for your participation in this
calling. So thanks!
P.S. I did get in to see the Monet Exhibition this afternoon. It was a
feast!
indeart
A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
SEPTEMBER 1995
Happy New Year to all of you. Although we are starting neither our fiscal year nor the calendar year, the new year for me will always be when our
students arrive back on campus. And I think I reflect the attitude of our entire faculty and staff. Right now we are all feeling too busy, somewhat
overwhelmed and absolutely exhilarated. Adding to the excitement of being reunited with our students is a campus that virtually everyone is claiming
"never looked better." We in the Whitworth community send greetings to each of you, hoping your September is bringing you feelings of renewal.
And for all of you parents who just dropped off freshmen, I'm sure they are in the library.
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
The 1995 Faculty Retreat centered on the theme of "Living in Regard
for Others," and was held in downtown Spokane. In the morning we heard
community leaders make presentations of what they hoped Whitworth
would contribute to the Spokane community. In the afternoon, we broke
into small groups and visited a wide range of businesses and service
agencies to find out how they exercise their corporate citizenship. The day
ended with a wonderful dinner in our beautiful new Campus Center, and I
was asked to give an address on the subject of "Community at Whitworth
College." We are all feeling very energetic about our growing role in the
Spokane community.
We extend our most enthusiastic congratulations to Professor of
Psychology Bill Johnson, who will become the newest member of the
National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics Hall of Fame on Septem-
ber 26. For more than 25 years, Bill has served as the faculty athletic
representative at Whitworth College and has fulfilled countless responsi-
bilities at the national levels of the NAIA. Bill will be honored along with
Dr. LeRoy Walker, current president of the U.S. Olympic Committee. Our
gratitude and congratulations go to Bill Johnson.
Philosophy Professor Steve Meyer was awarded a $10,000 grant from
the Templeton Foundation to develop a course on the relationship
between science and religion. The college campus has long been a popular
venue for informal discussions on this relationship, but little has been done
to develop courses that systematically examine how presuppositions in
science and religion affect each other.
We are pleased to announce that the Fine Arts Department received an
ArtsLink Residency Grant, which is funded, in part, by the National
Endowment for the Humanities and the Soros Foundation. The arts fellow
whom we will welcome to Whitworth College is Bojidar Bontchev from the
National Academy of Fine Arts in Sofia, Bulgaria. Mr. Bontchev, who
specializes in ceramics, was selected from more than 400 applicants from
Central and Eastern Europe. Whitworth finds itself in very prestigious
company among the other recipients of ArtsLink grants.
ADMISSIONS AND ENROLLMENT
It looks as if we slightly oversold the flight. A better-than-expected yield
has resulted in full-time undergraduate enrollment that's more than 80
students above last year's. However, the number of full-time graduate
students is down slightly. At this point we're anticipating full-time under-
graduate enrollment to be just under 1,500 students, with total enrollment
at about 2,025.
As of September 14, we are only three students above our on-campus
capacity. These students are currently in makeshift quarters, but we
anticipate that within the next week they will be permanently situated in
residence hall rooms.
I thought you might be interested in some of the characteristics of our
396 first-time, full-time freshmen:
• Thirty-one percent come to Whitworth from more than 500 miles away.
• Fifty percent come from outside the state of Washington.
• The top seven other schools to which Whitworth College freshmen
applied include the following: 1) University of Puget Sound; 2) Western
Washington University; 3) Pacific Lutheran University; 4) University of
Washington; 5) Linfield College; 6) Seattle Pacific University; and
7) Gonzaga University.
• According to a survey of our new freshmen, the characteristics of
Whitworth that they have found to be better than the other colleges they
considered are 1) availability of religious activities; 2) access to
faculty; 3) attractiveness of the Whitworth campus; and 4) quality of
the faculty.
In subsequent issues of the Mind and Heart, I will give you some other
kinds of information about our freshman class profile.
We have seen two interesting trends in our Financial Aid Office this
year. First, we have helped more students (almost 1,600) apply for and
receive financial aid for the 1995-96 academic year. Students have done an
excellent job in completing their files. Second, a record number of parent
loan applications have been processed this year. Our families are definitely
feeling the effects of declining external financial aid funds. Efforts by
Congress to reduce federal financial aid have been very aggressive. In early
July, the House adopted a budget plan that will affect federal student aid in
two ways: First, this budget resolution requires cuts in federal student loan
programs to save $10.4 billion over the next seven years. Second, the plan
puts a ceiling on the total amount of money that may be spent for domestic
discretionary programs during the same period. If this budget bill passes,
both we and our students will feel a strong financial crunch in the years
ahead.
Whitworth College was recognized again this year by U.S. News and
World Report as one of the top 15 regional colleges/universities in the
West. Our highest rating was in the area of academic reputation, where
Whitworth ranked sixth out of 114 eligible schools. Frankly, these lists
have never made much sense to me, but I certainly don't mind seeing
Whitworth listed.
STUDENT LIFE
This year's Whitworth College Crew Team had nothing to do with
rowing. More than 50 students volunteered to work with groups of eight
new students each for three days of orientation. The "crew" nomenclature
came from this year's orientation theme of "Exploring the Outer Limits of
the Mind and the Inner Space of the Heart." As usual, the Saturday night
production and Tuesday night "Mock Rock" were highlights. Thanks to
Assistant Dean of Students Dayna Coleman for her great work on Orien-
tation Week.
We welcome new international students from China, Colombia, En-
gland, France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Korea, Russia, Spain, Taiwan and
Thailand. The monumental transitions required by our new international
students seem to be going well.
Parents, this year our former Career and Placement Director, Diane
Thomas, has volunteered to assemble a Parents' Committee. Diane and
this committee will act as liaisons between the college staff and the parents
of our students. If any of you have interest in participating on this
committee, please contact Dr. Kathy Storm, vice president for Student Life.
FINANCE AND CAPITAL PROJECTS
Owing in no small part to each of you, we are pleased to report that the
1994-95 fiscal year ended with a balanced budget. The audit is nearing
completion and we are very pleased with the results. Thank you so much
for your generosity.
We are pleased to report that Whitworth has recently been named as
a beneficiary in the estate of Henry F. Grinalds. We have also just
received a bequest from the estate of Gladys I. Fords. Both of these
Whitworth friends were Spokane residents and have designated their gifts
to the college endowment for the support of student scholarships. In the
face of declining external financial aid, these generous bequests become a
crucial part of the formula for putting the college within financial reach for
our students.
Last week I received a call from Dr. Bill Rieke of the Ben B. Cheney
Foundation, announcing that we are the recipient of a $25,000 grant
in support of the Eric Johnston Science Center Auditorium. This grant
represents the final piece needed to fund this renovation, which will give
us a small auditorium with high-tech teaching capacity. We are grateful.
If you have ever had to sit in traffic waiting to break through the snarl in
order to get on an expressway, only to be stopped by one of those little red
lights right on the edge of the highway, then you know how we feel right
now. We are within a few days of connecting students, faculty, and staff to
the information highway. I got hooked up last Monday and spent time that
evening surfing the World Wide Web. It's amazing. Incidentally, our
office e-mail address is president@whitworth.edu.
When our students returned to campus, they were greeted by the
following:
• grounds that have been continually improved, giving the natural beauty
of our campus a garden-like appearance;
• a fully open and operational Campus Center which will be dedicated on
October 27;
• all new exterior windows and improved heating units in Warren Hall;
• a completely refurbished Baldwin-Jenkins freshman residence hall;
• a renovated Johnston Science Center Auditorium with everything
complete except the new chairs. (I once read that Mussolini made his
--audiences stand,-in an attempt to raise their vulnerability to peirsuasien,-------
We have taken the less-fascist approach of providing folding chairs
while waiting for the permanent ones);
• a Harriet Cheney Cowles Auditorium that is only one month away from
being completely renovated. There, too, we are waiting for the new
seating.
This should be a good year for our students and faculty. Network access
in every room, a new Campus Center and refurbished residence halls have
our students pretty excited. The M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust grant,
which provides our faculty with the equipment needed to take full advan-
tage of the campus network in their teaching and research, has given them
a great boost. Again, thanks to all of you for your part in our progress.
Our student leaders are really enjoying their new digs in the Campus
Center. As we expected, this beautiful new building has become a much-
used gathering place for all of our student community.
ATHLETICS
Two weeks ago, Coach John Tully's football era began with the
alumni/varsity game in the Pine Bowl. The first half ended with the
varsity ahead 19-6. With the our starters on the bench, the alumni roared
back in the second half to win the game 20-19. As usual, John Moomaw
('91) was named Most Valuable Offensive Player on the alumni team;
Scott Albertson ('90) earned the Best Defensive Player award. John
Deckenbach ('68) received his umpteenth "came the farthest" plaque,
having made more than 25 trips from Baltimore over the years to play in
this traditional game. Then — because he always wins the award — John
handed it over to Greg Clardy ('92), who traveled to the game from his
home in Tennessee. The fact that Deckenbach graduated in 1968 and still
plays is impressive; the fact that he is still out on the field trying to get up
makes you wonder how impressed you should be. Our thanks to Judge
Mark Chow ('76) and his band of alumni for making their annual trek to
this fun event. They are the only team on our schedule that warms up by
doing the hokey pokey.
Late flash: Last Saturday the football team won its first game, beating
Eastern Oregon State, 21-17, at EOSC. Momentum!
At this point we have only sketchy results from our men's and women's
soccer, women's volleyball, and men's and women's cross-country teams,
but I'll give you a full rundown in October.
We regret to report that Athletic Director Kevin Bryant has returned
to his hometown to become associate athletic director at Portland
State University. We're grateful for the excellent work Kevin did at
Whitworth College and we wish him the best. In the October Mind and
Heart, I will give you the status of our athletic director's position, as well
as news of several other personnel changes on campus.
Pirate Night II is this week, and we're expecting another very success-















Board of Trustees Meeting
Campus Center Dedication
This year our campus is focusing on how we should live as a community.
A wide range of activities and groups have been established to help us with
this theme. When I began to think about community,! was struck with what
I believe is the consummate expression of living in community, "The Word
became flesh and dwelt among us." May we all follow Christ our Savior's
example as our words (what we say) become flesh (what we do) among us
(toward each other). Peace to you.
indeart
A MONTHLY UPDATE FROM PRESIDENT BILL ROBINSON, WHITWORTH COLLEGE
SUMMER 1995
I hope you are having a good summer. My current situation mocks the hope that this is a season of refreshment. I woke up this morning in Chicago and
will go to bed tonight in Cincinnati. Both places expect triple-digit heat. Love that Spokane weather! Actually, we really have had an ideal combination
of sunshine and rain for the seeding of ground torn up by trench work and the Campus Center construction. As you read this newsletter you'll find grass
isn't the only thing growing at Whitworth College.
ACADEMICS
We received absolutely great news from the Murdock Charitable
Trust. Whitworth has been approved for $320,000 of funding in the area
of academic technology. It is almost impossible to overstate the importance
of this grant. Our decision to put computer ports in every residence hall
room on campus came from our belief that cyberspace will be an essential
resource for learning in the 21st century. Having made that decision, our
challenge was to provide the faculty with the equipment and training that
will help our students to tap this immense new resource in productive ways.
This grant from the Murdock Trust will make it possible for each faculty
member to have a high-powered computer and will provide training on how
to move this technology into the classroom. Thanks to Ken Pecka, George
Carras, and many others for their work on this project, and thanks most of
all to the Murdock Charitable Trust. Murdock's technology-based grants
to Whitworth make it the source most responsible for the electronic
advancement of our mind-and-heart mission.
Listed below are the new faculty members joining us this fall. Their
resumes are extremely impressive; however, the most important creden-
tials they bring to Whitworth College are their commitment to our mission
and their teaching excellence.
R. Scott Adkins
Director of Wind Ensemble and Assistant Professor of Music
D.M.A. candidate in Instrumental Conducting, Univ. of Colorado
Salah Badjou
Assistant Professor of Physics
Ph.D., Northeastern University
Susan P. Bratton
The Edward B. Lindaman Chair of Science, Technology, and Society,




Teacher Education Program, School of Education
Ph.D., Claremont Graduate School, San Diego State University
Lyle Cochran
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Ph.D., Washington State University
Mary J. Elliott
Visiting Instructor of English
(American Literature; half-time appointment)
Ph.D. candidate, Boston College
John A. Falvey
Associate Professor of International Management
Graduate Program in International Management
Ph.D., The Union Institute
Kent L. Jones
Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Computer Science
Ph.D. candidate, Washington State University
Melinda Larson
Assistant Athletic Trainer and Instructor in Sports Medicine
M.S., Florida International University
Joseph B. Lovano
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages (Spanish; 3/4-time
appointment)
Ph.D., University of California, Los Angeles
Walter A. Seidel
Visiting Assistant Professor of Mathematics/Computer Science
M.S., University of Illinois
Karen A. Stevens
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Ph.D., Rice University
Kirk R. Westre
Head Track & Field Coach, Assistant Professor of Physical Education,
Assistant Football Coach
M.S., University of Oregon
Summer is a time when our faculty is active in writing and research:
A headline this weekend has prompted me to alert you to one faculty effort
that I'm sure you will find useful. On Saturday! read a draft of a book that
Religion Professor Jerry Sittser has just completed on the subject of
catastrophic loss. On Sunday, I read that the Cook County (Chicago)
morgue had received in just two days the bodies of 116 people who had died
from heat-related causes. The apparent pervasiveness and randomness of
catastrophic loss in our world is staggering. Jerry's superb book, written
partially out of his own experience, offers hard-fought hope, understand-,
ing, and spiritual growth to those who have suffered loss. The book, A
Grace Disguised: How the Soul Grows Through Loss, will be published
next spring by HarperCollins.
ENROLLMENT
We are very pleased with overall enrollment projections for this fall.
A lower-than-projected number of transfer students (a trend throughout the
Northwest) has been offset by a higher-than-projected percentage of
accepted freshmen committed to fall enrollment. So it appears that we will
have approximately 400 new freshmen again this year. It is interesting to
note that 1,600-plus applications (a record high) will produce roughly 400
matriculations. If you are wondering what happened to the other 1,200
applicants, most of them fall into three categories: those who were not
accepted; those who were accepted but who, after receiving their financial
awards, still did not feel that Whitworth was within financial reach; those
who were accepted but who did not make Whitworth their first choice. The
upshot of enrolling more freshmen and fewer transfer students than
projected is that residential life will be a bit cozy this year.
STUDENT LIFE
Students arrive for fall classes over a two-week period ending Labor
Day weekend, when we begin freshman orientation. Most of the early
arrivals are student leaders and athletes. Orientation packets go out to all
students during the first week of August; and parents, you might want to
look through these materials. We understand that a student here and there
will occasionally fail to mention a rather important date or event. One of the
more disconcerting dinner remarks you can hear is, "I could have sworn I
told you I was going away to college tomorrow."
Over the past five years, the students of Whitworth College have
delivered more than 25,000 meals to homeless people in Spokane
through En Christo. This program, founded by Class of '94 members
Chris Murphy and Chris Koch during their freshman year, provides food
and friendship to those in our community who need it most. This year the
director of the program, Ed Kross, was awarded a Community Service
Scholarship of $2,000 by the Independent Colleges of Washington. Ed was
chosen from a group of students representing all 10 of the ICW institutions.
We are happy for Ed and grateful for the honor he brings Whitworth
through his efforts with En Christ°,
FINANCES
We exceeded our Annual Fund goal of $1,030,000 by more than
$16,000. Thanks so much for your very generous support. We also received
unrestricted estate gifts totaling $57,120 (a figure significantly lower than
we projected; but as I mentioned a year ago, a financially solid institution
should not have to rely on unpredictable sources of revenue). Our goal for
next year will be not only to increase total Annual Fund giving but to raise
the percentage of alumni who give to the college.
. We still don't really know how the New Era situation will unfold.
Legal theories have been flying but none have landed. A new trustee has
• been appointed by the bankruptcy court and we feel good about the
choice. I don't think a lot will happen before September 17th, the
deadline for claims made on the New Era assets. I'm not much of a TV
person but I have heard it said that on soap operas something major
happens about every 30 seconds but somehow nothing ever changes.
The same could be said about the past two months of events surrounding
the New Era collapse. At this point we feel that we are getting the best
counsel possible and we are working toward a time when we can fully
process this whole situation with the Board of Trustees. Incidentally, if
you are unacquainted with the New Era situation, please call our office
and we will send you a copy of the last Mind and Heart, in which I went
into detail about what happened.
CAMPUS PROJECTS UPDATE
The Campus Center opened on July 17 and it is stunning. I'm really
pleased with the way this building reflects our commitment to be
student-centered. In fact, I offered to swap offices with student govern-
ment president Wendi Story, to which Wendi replied, "Nothin' doin'."
Cowles Memorial Auditorium renovations are scheduled to be
completed by early October. The place is pretty bare these days with
all the seats removed. It's difficult to envision how it will look when the
project is finished, but we're all looking forward to the completed
product. Asbestos removal has taken longer than we predicted but we
should come close to the October target date.
The Johnston Science Auditorium project is right on schedule. All
of the major renovations — wall-coverings, paint, lighting, interactive
multi-media presentation technology — will be ready to go when the
students arrive this fall. Though they may be sitting on folding chairs
for a few weeks (the permanent seating should be here by October 1),
I know that our science students (and faculty!) are going to appreciate
the improvements in this facility.
Baldwin-Jenkins Residence Hall is looking great. The sprucing-up
process is nearly complete. With its new carpeting, paint, wall-cover-
ings and other improvements, "BJ" should be a great school-year home
for our incoming freshmen.
The Warren Hall windows are in and functioning well. Many of us
didn't realize how much these new windows, which will substantially
reduce heating and cooling costs, would beautify the building. They
look great, and they'll make the winter months a lot more comfortable
for our students.
The campus computer network is proceeding as scheduled. The
conduit trenches have already been reseeded and the fiber-optic back-
bone is completely in place. Within the next few weeks, all the residence
hall rooms should be wired and the project complete. To repeat an oft-
used Christmas phrase, "I hope it works when we plug it in."
ATHLETICS
The Bucs' Trina Gumm is the 1995 NAIA Division H National
Champion in the javelin! Trina's throw of 1437" made her the second
woman in Whitworth's history to win the national javelin title: Barb
Lashinski brought home the gold in 1987. Continuing with the great
track news, Trina and her teammates Gail Pitman (javelin) and Kevin
Wright (decathlon) were named to the NAIA All-America Team.
Kudos to these fine athletes.
Track and Field rounded out the regular season by hosting the
NCIC Championships at Boppell Memorial Track. The women
finished 5th at that meet, with the men placing 4th. Jochannon Lowe
won high-scorer honors for the men with victories in the 100-meter and
200-meter races. Trina Gumm led the women, finishing second in the
shot put and javelin and third in the discus.
Our baseball team finished the season 19-16-1, with a 10-7 record in
the NCIC. In a strange snafu involving a rainout, we ended up missing
the playoffs by just half a game. The guys are gearing up for an even
more successful — and, we hope, sunnier — '96 season.
Remember, Pirate Night is coming up September 14. There's still
time to make donations, purchase tickets and tell your friends. Steve
Alford, former NBAer, MVP for Indiana University's national cham-
pionship basketball team in 1987, and starting guard on the 1984
Olympic gold medal team, will be this year's speaker. Don't miss the
opportunity to hear this nationally known motivator and NCAA Divi-
sion I coach, have a terrific dinner, and buy some fantastic auction












The 1995-96 academic year looks to be an exciting one on the Whit-
worth College campus. Students' spirits will be lifted by the new
Campus Center as well as by having their own personal on-ramps to the
information highway. Faculty morale will also be boosted as the
Murdock Grant provides faculty members with electronic firepower
beyond what they could have imagined five years ago. But the best of
what we will find on campus is old, not new. Our mission of opening
minds to the wonders of this world and penetrating hearts with the love
of Christ remains constant. Thank you very much for your participation
in this enterprise.
